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The Mechanism of Friction in
K. Kamvopouios lI

m .oosM Boundary LubricationMer ASME

The primary friction mjechansm between boundary-lubricated sliding surfaces was

N. Saka nt estigated. Experiments were performed on well-polished aluminum. copper, and
chromium using mineral oil lubricant. It was found that the prevailing boundary
lubrication model, which is based on the adhesion between asperities and shearing

N. P. Sub of the lubricant film. cannot account for the formation of plowing groo'es on

polished surfaces. Scanning electron micrographs of the worn surfaces and surface

Degarrnent Of Mechanical Engineering proi/es hate shown that plowing is the dominant mechanism of friction in
Massachusetts institute of Tecnnoiogy. boundary lubrication. Theoretical anal ysis has shown that the coefficient of friction

Cambrige. Massacnusetts 02139 depends on the sharpness and the sire of the entrapped wear debris or the surface
asperities, and the interfacial "frictional" conditions. Reasonable agreement was
obtained bet ween theoretical and experimentalfriction coefficients.

I Introduction

More than sixty years ago, the phrase "Boundary properties of the lubricant film are the shear strength, melting
Lubrication" was first introduced by Hardv. Hardy and point and good adhesion to the surface, and that film for-
Doubleday [I) postulated that when metallic surfaces in mation may occur by physical or chemical adsorption. The
relative motion are separated by a thin lubricant film. friction %.arious factors (such as atmosphere. temperature, liquid-solid
is reduced due to the physico-chemical interactions between interactions and chemical reactions) and their role in friction
the sliding surfaces and the lubricant film. Consequently. the of boundary lubricated surfaces have also been reviewed b.
early investigations on boundary lubrication were primarily Campbell 110).
focused on such variables as molecular structure of the According to the prevailing boundary lubrication model.
lubricant, environmental conditions, interfacial temperature, the friction force between boundary-lubricated surfaces is the
and physisorption and chemisorption which govern the ad- weighted sum of the force necessary to shear the lubricant
sorption of lubricants to solid surfaces. film. and that arising from the deformation of the surface

Beeck et al. (21 suggested that long-chain polar molecules, asperities at the solid-to-solid contacts. Thus. the coefficient
when used to lubricate well-polished surfaces. form of friction. IA. is expressed as [3. 41
monomolecular layers by physical adsorption on metallic s', ) (--l-1
surfaces resulting in low friction. Bowden et al. (31 later -O ( - ( .- Oasl (I)
reported that even on rough surfaces a molecular layer of P. P.
soap provides effective lubrication. They emphasized that the where s, is the shear strength of the lubricant film, s, and p..
first adsorbed monolayer was responsible for good are the shear strength and the hardness of the softer metal
lubrication, and that the lubricating properties depend on the respectively, and a is the proportion of the real contact area
chemical nature of the metallic surfaces. Bowden and Tabor on which the lubricant adsorbs and separates the asperities.
(41 reported the importance of the molecular structure of the Some basic limitations of the above boundary lubrication
lubricant and the chain length on the friction force between molel are at once apparent. First, for a given set of lubricants
boundary-lubricated surfaces. The physical properties of the and materials, the magnitudes of st. s.. and p. may be
lubricant film such as the film strength. contact angle, flash obtained, but the magnitude of the parameter a is not know n
temperature, etc., were found to affect the friction force a priori and. therefore, the coefficient of friction cannot be
significantly 15.61. calculated directly from equation (I). Second. the boundary

Campbell and Thurber 171 conducted experiments on steel lubrication model predicts magnitudes for the coefficient of
surfaces lubricated with straight-chain hydrocarbons and friction that frequently contradict the experimentally ob-
observed that the environmental humidity plays a significant tained friction coefficients. For example. when a reaches
role in the mechanism of boundary lubrication. They values close to zero, according to equation (I). p - s.1.,p..
hypothesized that the high friction coellicients obtained in a From the shcar strength-hardness relation'hip for metals, the
humid atmosphere were due to the weakly bonded and less coefficient of friction in the limiting case is approximatel.
strongly oriented lubricant molecules on an adsorbed water equal to 0.16 which is lower than that measured in air as well
film. Godfrey 18. 9] stated that the important physical as in inert atmospheres and vacuum. In order to explain this

discrepancy. Rabinowicz IIl1 modified the ratio s./p,,

Contributed by the TribolOM Diviso fot publication n the Jova.4AL OF equation (I) by introducing the effect of the energy of
TaztiLmom. Marniscrip rsemged at ASME Headquaiters. *t lbef 7. 19a. adhesion. He stated that high friction coefficients may be

4521 Vol. 107, OCTOBER 1985 Transactions of the ASME



obtained when the ratio of the energ' of adhesion to the plowing friction mechanism arising from the abrative
penetration hardness is high Alithough this rnodificaaion ma% action of the *ear debris may be important in the friction
coefficients, it cannot account for the formation of plowing predominant friction mechanism in boundar% lubricated
stesIn qaditin. the aentali cobtsieswhiffrnt force.g Tnlhe uOof this paer althieforesltsdni h
modes ofasperity interairtions in order to obitain the normal
and tangential forces and hence the coefficient of friction If Experlmental Materiels and ProceduresU The normal load was oitained "y considering a hard cone
indenting a softer surface while the tangential force was A. Materis ad Lubrieat. Three metals were chosen
obtained by considering only the interfacial adhesion of flat for investigation: Pure aluminum (99-9994 percent). Oltgen
asperitis in contact. Such a separation of the modes of Free High Conductivity (OFHC) copper (99.9994 percent).Ideformation at a single asperity contact is physically and electroplated chromium. The primary reason for this
unrealistic, choice was the large range in the hardness of the three metals

In the past. much effort was also directed at the first term Because the objective of ibis study is to investigate the fun-
of equation 41). By definition, for well-lubricated surfaces a damenital friction mechanism when two lubricated metallic
must assume values close to units, and accor ding to equation surfaces are sliding on each other. a-relatively inert. addjtii.c-I(1). s a silp. The lowest reported coefficient of friction of free mineral oil was used. The mineral oil consists primariy
boundary lubricated surfaces is about 0.04. Because the of naphthenic hydrocarbons and has the following physical
hardness. p,, can vary by orders of magnitude, a %alue for P, properties as specified by the supplier. The density at 298 K is
for soft and hard materials within this range could onl> be 0.89 2/cm'". and the flash point temperature is 455 K. The
produced if s, is a function of the hydrostatic pressure. p. kinemiatic viscosity at 310 K is 74 cSt and at 372 K it is I I cSt
Indeed, Ofriscoe et al. 1121 slid glass spheres o~er glass plate :1 speel.v proearalina
cooled with a number of lubricants and obser--ed that s. in-
creases with pressure in a roughly proportional manner. (a) Aluminum. Disks (2.54 cm in diameter and ap-3 Later. Rabinowicz 1131 suggested that at low hydrostatic proximately the same thickness) and cylindrical slider pin%.
pressures s. is independent of the pressure. but at high f0.635 cm in diameter with hemispherically shaped tips 0 SPY
pressures. s, is proportional to the hydrostatic Pressure and cm in diameter) were used. After cutting and machining, the
the ratios/lp, has a value of 0.05. disk specimens were polished with 600-grit SiC abrasi'.e

Although the predictions of the first term of equation (Il paper. Then all the specimens were annealed at 673 K. in argonI appear to be in good agreement %ith the experimnental results, for an hour. The annealed specimens were polished *ith 0 3
there is a conceptual defect. It was assumed that plastic gum a-alumina and 0.05 pmn y-alumina to obtain a mirror
deformation of the metal surface occur, because of ihe finish. Then the specimens werte cleaned witl warm water and
normal load, and that the friction force arises only from soap. rinsed with isopropyl alcohol and stored in a desiccator
shearing of the lubricant film. Such an argument is basicall% with Ca-SO, at room temperature. Scanning electron
erroneous since the plastically deformed SUrlace should aiso micrographs obtained after polishing and rinsing the uria':e%
contribute, together with the lubricant, to friction during did not show ony SiC or Al.,O, particles embedded on the
sliding, surfaces (similar observations were also made for the copper

Athird limitation of the existing friction model is that 11 and chromium surfaces after polishing). The hardness before
cannot explain the transition of the surface topography.and annealing was found to be 294 MPA (30 kg/nmmZ) and after
the vviation of the friction force with sliding distauice. .annealing and polishing with alumina it was 116 "Pa 119~

Numerous investigaltions have shown that the coefficient of kg, mm-).
friction undergoes significant changes before a steady state is Wb Coppe. As in the case of aluminum meni..
reached. Recent experimiental results have also shown that the copper disks (2.54 cm in diameter and 1.27 cm -. io and
coefficient of friction can assume different magiliudes when cylindrical pins (sliders) 10.635 cm in diamc: ,r with
the stationary and moving specimens ere reuersed 1141- In hemispherically shaped sips of the same diameter) were uw.d
order to explain the transitions ofifte fricton cW"ieu with for the experiments. After machining the disk specimens tram
Use distance slid, Suh and Sin 1141 postulated that the coef- 2.-54 cm diameter cold-worked rods, they were polished
ficitnt of frictioln is not s material property ba noit as depends succssivey wri' 240. 320, and 600-grit SiC abrasive paper i.)
on the ontibution of Whr friction mechanisms. defor- obtaineasmoc- -urface. The polished disks and the pins were
mion Of Surface NsOtie ift Vwft *y -W P1rties en- the anieleki 073 K in argont for an hour to obtain a f ulsI
ipped At Lhe interam andf ad aspwsues. aW adhattion. rwcysaliaels -.racture which was free of residual stresses'

They wmIUWa shag *he conailenom of these frKictin The bardneu. after machining, and polishing with Si(.
mechanisms to shearalf frictioa force dope -d ow only on abrasive paper was found to be 1,363 MP& (139 k.'mm.
the eldhig atrials bee .w on sh solfw sopagraplw andl after annsealing andpoiushing with 0.3 pm a-allumina and 0 W'
she mvsroenta. gad tha die comtausao by as~riy lio -alumiaa it wa 510 MPa (52 kg/mm-I. The specimens
deforomon and plowinau be peaer thn that by with nuo fiis were cleaned with warm water and soap.

adhofts.and ritsd with isopropiyl alcohol. Finally, they were stored in
hs is apparent, therefore, that in addition to or in in au f the a doiscemor wish Co.-SO, at room temperature to protect

iuhoa i Ia- the werises an 0i me of Jm s *= *qlqp th adsi of wate vapor.
a boom the thf surfaces. -oe other flesbmme
aW acewer comnlsaly in boundary 1Abrm-im - hId. c Cbwmiom. Mik secimens (2.54 cm ia diaer and

a.wdiosofspliiima .h(or
asperity) a a Prolorlin of real contac area

F s foma - seastress whore the lubricant separates
L-normal force 5, - Sheat retrph of lriatthe surfaces

00owdigli flmn 9 w angle between com and the

P, 0 1 .w a sroave width 0 - coeficien of friction

.~~~huugyOCTOBER 19NS. Vol.- 107214U3
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Table I Experimental materials

Hardne, %lPa) Temperature of

Material Before After annealing (K)

annCA1ing anneahng

Aluminum (99 9994roi _4 = . 186= 16 6-3
OFHC Copper (".999414) 1363 = 5 10* 21 8'3
Chromium
(125 am. electroplated e.S90 : .'84
on AISI 1095 steel)

W..T . Table 2 Test conditions

Load 2N (204g)
Angular speed 4.5 rad/s
Tangential speed 0.6 cm/s to 4.32 cm.'s
Sliding distance 0.03m to 10mTemperature 294 K

Teprtr Lubricant mineral oil'
LOAD Relative humidity 22 to 30%

Environment laboratory air
.uLMC_ STA_ GS 'density at 298 K. 0.89 g/cm3

*,ISCOStt4 at 310K. 4 cSt

viscosity at 32 K. I I cSt
promlchN" flash point temperature 455 K

DISK on the strain ring and by a recorder which was balanced an.
calibrated before each experiment. The continuously. re1 Ordcd
tangential force was used to calculate the coefticient of

I4- E: aDEP friction for each experiment. For each material at lea!, :our
experiments were conducted depending on the scatter in cheFIe.1 Plon-dllk experlmental setup. data. For calculating the standard deviation in the coetti.ient
of friction, the experimental data were assumed to ioilci% a

approximately 1.27 cm thick) were cut from AISI 1095 5seel normal distribution.
rods. Cylindrical pins (0.635 cm in diameter with The wear tracks were observed in a Scanning Electron
hemispherically shaped tips of the same diameter) were Microscope (SEM). Because of very low wear rates in .he
prepared after cutting and machining AISI 1095 rods of equal lubricated experiments, a profilometer was used to tra e :he
diameter. After machining and cleaning, the steel specimens wear tracks normal to the sliding direction. For each ex
were polished with abrasive cloth to obtain a smooth surface. pertment at least three profiles of the wear track at different
Then the steel specimens were electroplated with chromium, locations were used for estimating the wear volume of the Jik
approximately 125 Ian thick. After electroplating with specimens. The wear volume of each pin was estimated ba:eu
chromium, in order to obtain a mirror finish, the disk and pin on the diameter of the circular worn surface and the radtub ot
specimens were polished with 320 and 600-grit SiC abrasive the hemispherical tips. For the calculation of the standard
paper and 0.3 p a-alumina. The hardness of the AISI 1095 deviation in the wear rates and wear coefficients. the cx-
steel after machining was 3,501 MP& (357 kg/mm2 ) while the perimental values were assumed to follow again a normal
hardness of the electroplated chromium on the steel specimens distribution. Energy Dispersive X-ray Analyzer was used to
was 6,590 MPa (672 kg/mm'). All the specimens were cleaned check whether the AISI 1095 steel subsurface was exposed
with warn water and soap, rinsed with isopropyl alcohol and during the tests.
stored in a desiccator with Ca2S0. at room temperature.

Table I shows the experimental materials with their hard- III Experimental Results
nesses before and after annealing, and the annealing tem- The friction coefficients of aluminum, copper, and
peratures. chromium sliding on themselves for both dry and lubricated

C. Appoelucs The pin-on-disk geometry was used to sliding conditions are shown in Fig. 2. In dry sliding the
conduct the friction and wear experiments. The experimental coefficient of friction has initially a low value and graduall%
apparatus is shown in Fig. I. The disk specimen was mounted increases until it reaches a maximum. Then it either drops or
firmly on a plate whikh was rotated at 4.5 rad's (43 remains constat. In the case of aluminum, the coefficient o
revolutions/mn) and the pin was held stationary in a holder friction has a high initial value of 0.85 and after a sliding
which was attached to a strain ring. A polymethylmelh distance of approximately 2 m it reaches a maximum value oi
aicrylte container was attached to the rotating disk to provide 1.2. Then it decreases rapidly to a steady value of 0. 73. Unlike
a reservoir for the lubricant during the lubricated tests. At the aluminum, copper shows a lower initial coefficient of friction
end of each experiment, the loose debris and mineral oil were of 0.3, but after a sliding distance of 3 m it reaches a
removed by cleaning with warm water and isopropyl alcohol. maximum of 0.96 without changing as the distance slid in-
All the tested specimens were cleaned with acetone in an creases. Like copper. chromium has a coefficient of friction
ultrasonic vibrating container for a few minutes and then initially about 0.3, but the maximum value is 0.77 which i%
dried carefully before observing in the Scanning Electron reached after 2 m of sliding. Then it decreases gradually to a
Microscope. The experimental conditions are listed in Table steady state value of 0.6.
2. Some dry experiments under the same conditions were also When the metallic surfaces are lubricated, the coefficient of
conducted for comparison, friction decreases substantially. Again, aluminum shows the

highest initial coefficient of friction, but the steady state
D. FricMtio m Wow Measurements. The tangential coefficients of friction for the three metals are almost the

force was measured continuously by the strain gages mounted same. Aluminum has an initial coefficient of friction equal to

464 /Vol. 107, OCTOBER 1965 Tranections of the ASME
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Fig. 3 Surface profi" of disk specimens for different sliding
distances (normal load a 2N. mineral oil lubuicantY. (a) aluminum, (b)
copper, and (c) chromium.

0.15 and rapidly reaches a maximum ,alue of 0.45. After S m
of sliding it reaches a steady state equal to 0.2. The coefficient
of friction for copper assumes initially a magnitude equal to
1A and rapidly increase to a value equal to 0.1IS. The steady

state value is about 0. 17. Chromium shows an initial coef-
ficient of friction equal to 0.13; after 0.5 m it reaches a
maximum equal to 0.4 and! then rapidly decreases to a steady
sitate value, 0.15S.

With tbe exception of the initial coefficient of friction of SI aluminum (unlubricated). the initial coef ficient of friction for
all the otlier cases lies between 0.1 and 0.3. This is in Pig.0)

agreement with recent experimental observations 1141. Pwg 4 Weow tracks of alu"mum suace: 4el dask and 0) Pon
Selected swuae profiles of lubricated disk specimens are OItbiltaw OIPefOfLef I revolutioni O.Ur*

shown in ig. 3. In the case of aluminum (Fig. 3. top row), the
surface profies of the wea tracks indicate that the roughness
increasies until a steady state is reached and then it remains the profiles of the chromium disk specimens for selected
same. When the steady-state roughness is reached, grooves lubricated experiments. The surface profiles of the c~hromiumI10-30 jim deep have been formed. The middle row of Fig. 3 wear tracks indicate that the surface topography changes
shows some characteristic surface profiles of copper disk rather slowly with the sliding distance while the depth ot the
specimens. The surface profiles again clearl) show a drastic grooves remains below 2 jAm. A comparison of the surface
change of the initial surface topography. As sliding continues, profiles shows that the groove depth and the width of the 'AearIdeeper grooves are formed until a steady state is reached. track decrease as the hardness of the material increases.
However, in this case the depth of the plowing grooves The steady-state coefficients of friction with the calculated
remains below 4 ;an. In Fig. 3, the bottom row shows the wear rates and wear coefficients, together with their standard

3Journal of TrIbligy OCTOBER 1965, Vol 1071I4SS
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Table 3 Experimental reslts*
Mi-ni Coefflam wear rate (Cut3 .Cm) Wev Coeffticient *

(now am1) Pin Ot Total Pin Disk Total
Pur~ealuminum .3sW1R (1.2* 1 ) X to (3-4 * 22)X 10 44 3!:, ixh to- ±.~x0 (9.lO6)iO Ii~e.

Eletroplsad CI15tOJI0 (7.51O.2x io0- (6.5 *2.0 X to 10 16 6.? 2)" i0 0A'4O.) O 2662.0)X IO~~ i

Fig.~a I q t~s0 wfdMsillW()ds n b i

worn surfaces were obtained as a function of the distance slid
Although extremiely smooth surfaces were used in the c%
periments. plowing grooves were formed on the sliding
surfaces immediately. The number of the plowing groo'.e
and the width of the wear tracks were found to increase wsit h
the distance slid until a steady state was reached. Figures .1-6
show the worn surfaces of aluminum, copper and chromium I
disk and pin specimens, respectively, after one resolution
Plowing grooves have been formed on all the surfaces in-
dicating that plowing takes place from the very beginning of
sliding. A comparison of the worn surfaces shown in Fig
4-6, shows that the number of plowing grooves decreases as
the hardness of the material increases. Material adherence o~n
the surfaces can also be seen, especially in Figs. 4(a i and (61
Some typical wear tracks after a large number of re, oluion%
are shown in Figs. 7.9. In all case the surfaces hae been
plastically deformed and many plowing grooves has e been
formed on both surfaces. Figure 7 shows that the aluminum
disk and pin specimens suffered extensive surface damage and I

Pig 5 Waow ouk f app. msuacs: IQ disk and 0) pin flubicted numerous plowing grooves have been formed especially an
*evti~i. a WSUIUAW the pin surface. Figure 8 shows, in contrast with aluminum.

thilt the copper surfaces have been less plastically deformed.
but fine plowing grooves have been formed. It can be 'ern U
that the ridges of some plowing grooves have been ruptured

deviations, are shown in Table 3. The results indicate that the and many microchips have been formed. Figure 9 shows the
mateal hadness affects significantly the wear rate of the plastically deformed surfaces of two chromium specimens
experimiental terials, while the effect of hardness on the Plowing grooves are noticeable on the disk specimen and
coefficienit of friction, although noticeable, is marginal, material adherence on the pin surface can be seen. Rupture ol I
However, the general trend that hard materials have low ridges and formation of microchips can also be seen on the
friction and wear seems to be followed also in boundary disk surface similar to what was found on the copper Ju'.k
lubrication. The calculated wear rate and wear coefficient of surface (Fig.- 8(a)). A comparison of the worn surfaces showbn
aluminum are higher by an order of magnitude approximately in Figs. 7-9 indicates that the number of relatively large a
than those for copper and chromium. These results are in plowing grooves and the width of the wear track decrease a%.
agrgemnt with the surface profiles of the wear tracks (Fig. 3). the hardness of the metal increases. This observation is

In order to observe how the topography of the wear track consistent with the estimated wear rates for the three metals

chanes during sliding, scanning electron micrographs of the (Table 3) and the surface profiles (Fig. 3).
41 VOL 107, OCTOBER 1965 Transactons of the ASME
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Fig, 9 WOW tracks Of ChnomIum siaicaco: (a) dsk ind () pin(lubricated exp~meirfet 1.920 revlutions (54.40)).

For a conical asperity (Fig. 10(a)). the normal and
tar.;ential forces acting on an elemental area, dA. respc,-

• ~timely, are mt

1 ar dL=pcosedA 
12)

- -dF=psin~cos-fdA4.ssin-ydA (3)

_ where dA = secO r dr dy, and p and s are the normal pressure
and the shear stress, respectively, acting on the elemental area
as the cone plows. Integration of equations (2) and .3) oter
the front half of the conical surface where contact o,:curs
yields the total normal and tangential forces, respectinef,., a,,

SW.

where %' is the diameter of indentation. The coefficient of

(4). as

Fi 10 ) sd Rmdes of weer debs: (a) cons and (hI s - [tane+ ( 5 )sec9] vs

Plowing can also occur from fragmentation of the ridges For a spherical asperity (Fig. 10(b)) the normal and
formed along the sides of the plowing grooves and from tangential forces acting on an infinitesimal area, d.4. :an N-
material transferred and strongly adhered to the surfaces. In expressed as
this case, the transferred fragment can act as a hard abrasi e dL -p cosl dAI
grain and plow the surface from which it was transferred.

In order to calculate the coefficient of friction due to dFupsincos'ydA +ssin-ydA 191
plowing, it is assumed that the entrapped wear particles are where dA - r2 smin d0 d'Y. and r is the radius of the sphere
either conical or spherical. The experimentally obtained Integrating the above two equations over the front half of the
oefficients of friction are then compared with those obtained sphere where contact occurs, the total normal and tangentialfrom the conical and spherical models to estimate the con- forces can be expressed as

tribution of the plowing mechanism to the total friction force. W
Bowden et al. (1S1 were among the first who attempted to L a - (9)model the plowing mechanism in dry sliding. Assuming a Ispherical or a cylindrical shape for the hard asperity. they

obtained simple expressions for the plowing force. Bowdenes [i
al fond that when a small hemispherical slider of stel slides Fstpr2 sin ' - ! - W

on unlubricated indium, plowing accounts for as much as 2

one-third of the total friction. Theoretical calculations for r (w) I

such simple shapes as cones, spheres and pyramids have also + Zr'jI - I - 1 1 J (101

been made by many investigators 16-18), and the ex- 1

perimental results agree fairly closely with the predictions of The coefficient of friction is obtained, by dividing equation

these models (171. (10) by equation (9), as
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_ _ _ Fig. 12 Coefficient of friction for a spheritcal asperity as a function of

O 20 " t. o *, ,2 ! the ratio of groove width to diameter of spher for different boundary
"frictontlOnal" i' ono Points rersnt experimental data obtained

from lubricated experimentll with aluminum, copper, and chromiumIF. 11 Coefficient of friction for a conical asperity as a function of &i'ding on themselvea.
the angle * for different boundary "frictional" conditions. Points
represent axperimental data obtained from lubricated aperiments with
aluminum, copper, and chromium sliding on themselves Fgure II shows several friction cures obtaed from

equation (12) (conical asperity) as a function ot the angle ,Y

and for different interfacial "frictional" conditions. It can-be
.+2 r (_r ( ) Ir ): : seen that the experimental points fall closer o the bottome

I ~ ~ , [=( ")  sin -- ( friction curves. Figure 12 shows the friction curs obtained3 2 r 2r I from equation (13) (spherical asperity) as a function of the
ratio - 2r for different interfacial "frictional" condition-,

_ -(I isimilar to those for the conical asperit. i. The experimental
I points again fall closer to the bottom friction cures Botr

where w is the diameter of indentation, models clearly show that the experimental points fall loer o
It is reasonable to assume that the normal pressure p ', the lower curve (i.e., the s/s, = 0 cure). (The experimental

approximately equal to the hardness, p.. . of the material ,alues of 6 and w,2r were obtained from the surface profiles
being plowed which is equal to 6s.., where s.. is the shear as shown in the Appendix.) A comparison betwein Figs II
strength. Using this assumption, equations :, cnd (i1) maN and 12 showsthat inthecaseof large wear particles (i.e.. large
be rewritten as magnitudes of 6 or w/2r) the conical model is in better

2 ,agreement with the experimental results. This may be an
- )sece (12) indication that large wear particles are rough and angular in
6 s, contrast to small wear particles which may be smooth and

2 2r [() round and thus can be idealized as spheres. The most im
(- sin ) - portant result of this analysis, however, is that the coetfiient

r w 2 2f of friction as predicted by the conical and spherical models i,I+ - iIi ( in good agreement with the experimental results. Table 4 ,i..,
(13) the steady state %alues of 6 and w,'2r, obtained from

3( S. )Ilubricated experiments, the calculated friction coeffi ieni.
Depending on the interfacial conditions the ratio sis,. can from equations (12) and (13) for s/s., = 0.1. which i, a

assume values between zero and unity. For "ideal" interfacial reasonable assumption for boundary lubricated surface,. and
lubrication, the interfacial shear stress. s. is the shear strength the experimental coefficients of friction. The agreement
of the lubricant film. sj. which is very small in comparison to between theoretical and experimental friction coefficients i,
the metal shear strenuth, s,,. In this case, the ratio s/s, ap- reasonably good.
proaches a value close to zero and equations (12) and (13) can The analysis performed above using conical and ,pher).Jl
be rewritten as models to estimate the coefficient of friction considers. the

2 transition of the surface topography and the size of the ^ear
IA - tanO (14) particles in addition to the shear strength of the solid iurlaje.

I • and the lubricant film. Both models give good estimates for
2 (2r ) 2w the coefficient of friction and also explain semi-quantitatisels

jamr(w) [sin" ( )) - w)[1 - ( ) (15) (he variation of the friction coefficient Aith the size oi the
wear particles and/or the surface roughr and the elft at

On the other hand, for dry sliding conditions, cold welding at the lubricant on the coefficient of fric hrough the in
the interface takes place and the interfacial shear stress, s. terfacial friction conditions (i.e., magnit.. !ss.).
approaches the shear strength of the metal. s.... and the ratio It is well known that when a lubricant ntroduced at the

sis. has a value equal to one. The frictio curses obtained interface of two sliding surfaces, wear is reduced by orders at
from equations (12) and (13) and for s/s... equal to 0 and I magnitude. Experimental results under dry sliding conditions
represent extreme values; in reality it assumes an intermediate verify the above statement. Indeed. it was found that the wear
value, rates of aluminum and copper under dry conditions were both
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Table 4 heoretical and experimental coefficients of frlction*
Theoretical coefficient of friction Experimental

coefficient
Material Conical model Spherical model of

6 Coefficient of W 2' Coefficient of fito

(deg) friction Is. s., = 0 1) friction Isis. - 0. 1
Pure aluminum 19±*2 0.23±=0.04 0.62±=0.05 0.31 =0.03 0 ZU U02
OFHC Copper 11±12.5 0. 14 =0.04 0.3" ,0.O08 0.17±0.04 0 I'=0.02
Electropiated 6±r0.7 0.082±0.02 0.23 ±0.02 0.11 i ±0.02 0. is ±0.01

chromium

*Steady state t.alues

Table 5 Parameters of surface topography and friction coefficients at steady state
Experimental

Material Groove depth 6w/2r coefficient of friction
lA'mi (degi

Dry experiments
Pure aluminum 10-60 29 = 3i 0.83 t 0.05 0.73 ± 0.04
OFHC Copper 5- 30 16 = 2 0.53 ± 0.06 0.96 = 0.02
Electroplated 7 -1 0.23±T0.04 0.60±=0.03

chromium
Lubricated experiments
Pure aluminum 10-30) 19 ±2 0.62 = 0.05 0.20 ± 0.02
OFHC Copper < 4 11 z 5 0 37±0.08 0.17 ±0.02
Electroplated <2 6 =0 - 0.23 0.02 0. 15 =±0,01

chromium

of the order of 10 cm'3/cm while for chromium it %kas 10)
cm' ,cm. and the wear coefficients for aluminum, copper and

z chromium were of the order of 10 , ' 10 :,and 10 '
20u41o respectixely. It is clear that the above wear rate' and %%ear
U *Cocn.Cl coefficients are by one or two orders of magnitude higher

or
1-3 than those of the lubricated experiments (Table 31. In ad-

0 cdiiion, profiles of surfaces slid without lubricant sho%4ed that
I- : the surface roughness was larger, at least by a factor of t~o.

compared to the roughness of the lubrtcated experiment,
Table 5 lists the range of the groove depths. the steadi. Nise

161 0 - magnitudes of & asnd w/~r. and the steady state coeltlicteni', )'
friction, for both dry and lubricated experiments. It is clear

00- --that lubrication of the sliding surfaces reduces the magnitude,
20IIN DIT 5CE 0o 0 . wl2r. and sl5,,. resulting in low coefficients of friction

$at ~Figures I I and 12 also demonstrate the validit of these
_____________________________remarks.

03,Eaonf1 I OFi.. Cow An interesting observation regarding the magnitude ol the
-Z 9 oo'a friction coefficient can be made on the basis of Figs. I I and
Wo 0 kconi~oi a 12. The experimental results from the lubricated experimens

WV * fall close to the friction curve that corresponds to s, s
1& - the curve for which adhesion at the interface vanishe. rhis

-9o- implies that the contribution of the first part of equations 1121
~.. ~and (13) (i.e.. equations (14) and (15)) to the total friction

00 coefficient in lubricated sliding is in general more significant
SLIDING DISTANCE. in than the contribution of the second part for all values of 6 and

Wb w/Zr. Equations (14) and (15) represent the friction arising
_________________________from plowing of the subsurface. while the remaining second

Z~ ~ *£wu' cAM..'..M part of equations (12) and (13) represent that due to the in*
20.4 *Sofnceli ter facial adhesion.

U COROC61 To investigate the contribution of the plowing mechanis.m
41 L as a function of the distance slid, equations (14) and IS) Acre
1A.I used to obtain estimates for the plowing friction coefficient

0] and were then compared with the experimental %alues. The
W - calculated plowing friction terms from the conical and

su spherical models and the experimental coefficient of friction
610.1. are shown in Fig. 13. Figure 13(a) shows the calculated

plowing friction curves together with the experimental :ur'.c%
00 5 t iS 0 25 obtained from lubricated experiments conducted on

SLIDING DISTANCE. m aluminum. Both the conical and spherical models sho%% that
IC1 the plowing mechanism is responsible for most of the friction

pigis apW~anaI nd ~euawdploingfritio cometnta force. Although initially the plowing mechanism contribute'.
YUSU13 Rallai iotao &M aul rm~ated ritoftmlont only 20 percent to the total friction, in the steady state ap-
aluinlvum on aomwlinium. (at osppor on omiter. and ic .hathm on proximately 90 percent of the total friction force is due to the
Obuemlin plowing mechanism. Figure 13(b) shows the frictson cur'~es
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obtained from the conical and ~Phc,,,d1 model, together with and shear of the lubricant film at the solid-to-solid
the experimental triction curse obtained tram esperiments on contacts.
copper. During the earl\ stage, the plowing term accounts for
20 to 25 percent of the total friction force . \k hen a distance of Akoleget
approximately 20Gm is slid, the magnitude of the plcss Ing term Ac oweg ns
reaches 80 to 95 percent of the total friction force. Figure This work was done under the sponsorship of the Office of
13(c) shows the calculated plowing rrimton curses together Nasal Research, Contract N00014-82-K-0520. The personal
with the experimental curve for chromium. The spherical support of' Dr. A. W. Ruff and Dr. R. S. Miller is greatl,
model shows that 50 to 80 percent ot the total friction is appreciated.
responsible for the plowing action while the conical model
shows that the contribution of the plowing term to the total
friction force is between .40 to 60 percent. Figure 13 clearly References
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boundary lubrication is plowing Shear of the lubricant
film between the sliding surfaces and adhesion between
the asperities, although may occur, contribute less thanIplowing to the overall friction force. APPENDIX

(2) The friction model proposed in this paper for boundary
lubrication accounts for the formation of plowing Calculation of 9 and w/2r From Surface Profiles
grooves. Both conical and spherical models show thaI The experimental values of 9 and w/2r in Figs. I I and I2I the coefficient of friction depends on the sharpness and
the size of the entrapped wear debris and the surface
asperities, and the interfacial -"frictional" conditions.
i.e.. 0. w/2, and sits., respectiv~ely Reasonably goodI agreement between theoretical and experimental
friction coefficients was obtained.

(3) The hardness of the sliding surfaces affects the plowing
friction mechanism. It was found that soft materials.
such as aluminum, suffered more plowing than hard
materials (e.g.. chromium). In any case. the plowing
component contributes mostly to the total coefficient of

3 (4) Thefrci contribution of the plowing ffict ion mechanism to Cal
the overall friction depends also on the magnitude of
the interfacial adhesion (i.e.. the s/s.. ratio). The
analysis has shown that for very low values of 9 and plowingLIw/2,' (i.e.. for flat asperities and small wifear particles) oitv
the friction force may arise primaril% from adhesion FiglfAt Apealm tneap.lngovefisbvaswmilandesphm
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were obtained from the surface profiles. It was assumed that (which is a reasonable assumption for shallow grooves) as
groove formation resulted from the plow ing action ot conical shown in Fig. A I, then it can be assumed that groove for-
or spherical wear particles and or surtace asperities. Figure mation resulted from plowing by spherical wear particles (or
AI"shows schematically a plowing grooxe formed bs a conical surface asperitiesl. In this case the measured values of w and h

or a spherical wear particle, were used again to calculate the ratio wl2r as following Isee
For each groove, the width. w, and the depth. h. were Fig. All

measured by a profilometer and the magnitude of 0 was r =(rh)- .(w,2)Iobtained from the relation r r-h:"-(w')
or

8=tan L(2h/w) (A.1) w2

2r=h+ -
Using equation (A. 1) se% eral values of 0 were calculated based 4

on measurements taken from at least four profiles of the same or
wear track, but at different locations and al%,a.s normal to w 2h w]
the direction of sliding. The values ot t so calculated were - =2 -+- (A.2)
assumed to follow a normal distribution, and a mean %alue 2r INZh
and the standard deviation for 6 were obtained. It ,as also Lsing equation (A.2) and following the same procedure as
assumed that 0 was the same both in the direotion ot %liding for the calculation of 8, a mean value and a standard
and in the transverse direction. Thus, the mean salue ot t), as desiation for w, 2r were obtained for each experiment and
obtained from several profiles of the same xear track, and the assumed to be the same both in the direction of sliding and in
corresponding coefficient of friction recorded just before the the transverse direction. The experimental points in Fig. 12

experiment was interrupted, were used to plot the ex- were then plotted based on the obtained mean values of w 2r
perimental data in Fig. II. and the recorded coefficient of friction before sliding ,as

If the shape of the grooxe section is approximated b. an arc interrupted.

U
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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Plowing Friction in Dry and
K. Komvopoulos Lubricated Metal Sliding

Experimental evidence for plowing under dry and lubricated sliding conditions is.N. Saka presented and analytical "expressions for the coefficient of friction due to plowing
are obtained. The theoreticalfriction coefficient was found to be a function of the

N. P. Suh sharpness of the hard asperities, the interfacial 'friction " conditions and the shape
of the plastic zone. The agreement between theoretical and experimental friction

Deoariment of Mechanical Engineering. coefficients from lubricated sliding and cutting experiments was remarkably good.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology The discrepancy between theory and expe. iment in the case of dry sliding between

Camorioge. Mass 02139 like metals was shown to be due to plastic deformation of the asperities. Con-
sequently, a different model for plowing was proposed for the case of dry sliding
between like metals which produced estimates for the coefficient of friction in fair
agreement with the experimental results.

I Introduction

In recent years it has become increasingly clear that plowing shearing does not occur at the original interface but that it
by hard asperities and wear debris plays a predominant role in actually takes place in a direction slightly inclined to the
sliding friction. Numerous investigations have shown that the surfaces 17). The observed mode of shearing in his ex-
coefficient of friction is not a material property, and that it periments was primarily a continuous extrusion process,
depends on parameters such as the surface roughness, the size somewhat similar to the process of chip formation in the
of the wear debris and the environmental conditions. For machining of ductile metals. Antler [81 also observed
example, Suh and Sin 1Il in their interpretation of the separation of the sliding surfaces due to wear debris
variation of the magnitude of the coefficient of friction with agglomeration at the interface. Hardness measurements
the distance slid proposed that the friction coefficient must be indicated that the formed wedges were significantly harder
expressed as the sum of three components: asperity defor- than the metal surfaces from which they were formed. He
mation, plowing by wear particles entrapped between the suggested an analogy between the plowing action of the
sliding surfaces or by hard asperities, and adhesion. In the agglomerated work-hardened wear debris at the interface and
same investigation it was also shown that the contribution of the built-up edge in metal cutting.
plowing to the overall friction force in dry sliding cotild be A good deal of effort has been devoted in the past to derive
greater than that due to adhesion. Furthermore, recent work analytical expressions for the friction coefficient due to
in boundary lubrication has shown that plowing is the plowing. The shape of the wear particles and the asperities
prevailing mechanism of friction, while adhesion between the were approximated as spheres, cones, pyramids, etc., and
asperities and shearing of the lubricant film have secondary expressions for the plowing component of friction were

effects (2]. obtained. Bowden et al. (9) in one of their early studies on
The significance of the wear debris in friction was pointed friction obtained simple expressions for the plowing friction

out long ago by Cocks, who performed experiments with force for spherical and cylindrical hard sliders of steel sliding
copper riders sliding slowly on drums made of copper and on a soft surface like indium. Goddard and Wilman 1101 later
indium 13-51. He observed that soon after sliding starts wear showed for spherical particles that the plowing friction term is
debris agglomerates and forms large wear particles (wedges) a function of the groove width to particle diameter ratio and
between the contacting surfaces and separates the surfaces. that the coefficient of friction can assume values between zero
Cocks suggesed that some sort of plowing action plays an and one. Hisakado 111) has shown that theoretical predictions
important role in the sliding friction, and that a based on conical, spherical and pyramidal models for the
reexamination of the idealized cold welding between the wear debris were in fair agreement with those obtained from
asperities and the elastic-plastic deformation of the junctions abrasion experiments. Recently, Sub et al. (121 expiAed the
was necessary. Later, he observed that wear particle variation of the coefficient of friction with grit diameter in
agglomeration, wedge formation and surface separation abrasion using a cone with hemispherical tip for the abrasive
occurred also with flat metallic surfaces of different hard- particles. Based on this model, they explained semi.
nesses (6). Cocks postulated that when sliding begins, quantitatively the transition from cutting to sliding mode in

abrasion.
Although such analyses yield good estimates for the

Cont'ibiried by the Tribol Division of Ties AUwZastic .MlTY Of plowing coefficient of friction, they make use of rather
MCnACM. Euoumtum an preueud at the ASME/ASLE Tribolo Con- simplistic assumptions. For ample, the assumption that the

ren. Agdmst. Go.. Ocober 1-10, 115. Mafnuscipt re,,ed by th material being plowed flows around the abrasive particles in
Tholiogy Divism. April 29. 19 5. PAW No. IS-Trb-2. planes parallel to the surface leaving behind grooves of the
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Table I Expermental results
Dry Experiments Lubncated Experiments U

Coefficient of Groove depth Coefficient of Groove depth
Hardness Friction (rm) Friction (;n)

Material (MPa) (steady state) (steady state)

Pure Aluminum 186.* 16. 0.73*0.04 o-6 0.20*0.02 5-20
OFHC Copper 510* 2 1b 0.%*0.02 5-35 0.3 7*0.02 1-2
Pure Titamium 3026* 131 0.48*0.02 1-6 0.46*0.01 0.5-4
AIS I 1095 Steel 3500*451 0.50*0.08 0.5-4 0.12*0.004 <0.5
Chromium 6590*284 0.58* 0.03 1-2 0.15*0.01 < I
electroplated
on AISI 1095
steel)

Annealed at 673 K for I hr in argon.
Annealed at 873 K for I hr in argon.

same cross section may be correct in the abrasion of very soft DRY LUBRICATED
metals (e.g., indium and lead), but in general it is unrealistic.
Experimental results show that the plowed metal does not
necessarily flow in parallel planes, but that it deforms in a
more complicated way resulting in ridges and wear debris
formation. Further, it was also assumed that the reaction ,I- / opm
stresses at the interface of the hard abrasive and the metal loo, N'

being plowed are a normal pressure and a shear stress, and l
that they are constant everywhere. Although equilibrium is ( i

satisfied at the interface, the assumed stresses may not satisfy
equilibrium at each location within the deforming soft metal
ahead of the abrasive particle. Moreover, it is not certain
whether the stress components satisfy the yield criterion in the I
plastically deformed region. It is apparent, therefore, that an 10 SON 100I0
analysis which accounts for the shape of the plastic zone
ahead and below the hard abrasive, and the correct state of
stresses and boundary conditions, may provide a better
solution. Such an analysis can be performed using the slip-linefield theory t13-151. 1',

Gree 116) was the first to analyze the plastic deformation zro. 2o-.
of asperity junctions in dry sliding under combined normal WI l
and shear stresses using the slip-line field theory. He estimated
the forces for both strong and weak junctions using simple
shapes for the junctions. However, Green's analysis is ap-
propriate only for obtaining the friction component due to
deformation of the asperities. A different slip-line geometry is -
necessary for plowing. 100pm W 2U Im

The different regimes of friction have also been studied by
Challen and Oxley (171 who proposed three models using the I I loo,
slip-line field theory. The first model, "rubbing model," was
based on a slip-line field similar to that proposed by Green Mom .m

(161 for weak junctions and Rowe and Wetton for metal
grinding (18). The "rubbing model" is appropriate for F l P olies of disk speid... .fs f.om dry (M..et column) ad

lutdetM seond olumm) pkn-lk epedmenta with motals aNd on
predicting the friction component due to asperity defor- "Mlmelm e l low - 2N. mi .oa OuauieLat, in seir. 4a)
maio, for it assume tht no wear takes place. The second aluinum (3o m. p) emepw (40.7 ). () titanium (U mft (4 A ISI0
modal, "wear model," assumes that wear particles can be teel (M W iau kolumhm (JS. (4 alinum (W . m) oeppr1
formed by plastic deformation and fracture of the softer (3161 ft ) itilum OLT7 ft V) AMS IM a"a (73. ml and (0
asperie, but the proposed sip-line field does not satisfy the c (S. " .(Nlier in Pantfsee indlog theo l I

kinematc constraints on the problem. The third model.
"cutta neol," predicts friction coefficients and wear rates
hibihr ha the previous two models. The proposed slip-line the chanSe in direction of a plastically deforming element of
fildd is oilr to that proposed by Lee and Shaffer 1191 for the workpce is assumed to take place abruptly after crossingm*MIWHowsm. ,the assuniedip-Une is mrmlstkc the shear phum. Moreve, the slip-line network does not

P, -bolatr forme shear angle in Henky's equations

F,m vatical force 6a,, = semi-asperity anglso
/ - r@1do Of itefaclal shear strength to shear 6 - angle in hodograph

aotr b of deformed soft surface t1. la.j,. o,. 9, - "friction" angles
k~h5 kt, sher 0.0ths , anles in dip-line field

dm- sh strth (hardness) ratio of soft ,- coefficient of friction
salfan to hard asperity u,te,u 1ot - principal strum

P .. - normal stress

i a Ifara d trnt - tangmtal stres~
WI/¥oL 1M1,AY 618 TranVISCUoM of the ASUE
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Fig. 2 Wear tracks Of aluminum surlaces: (a) disk and 1b) pin (dry
experiment in air, normal load = 2N. sliding distance 30 om)

account for the plastically deformed material sufficiently
ahead of the shear plane.

Recently, Abebe and Appi [201 have proposed a slip-line
field for metal cutting with negative rake angles. The
proposed deformation field assumes chip formation and
built-up-edge at the nose of the cutting tool and it represents
fairly well that observed in cutting. It was found that the ratio
of the horizontal to vertical cutting forces decreases as the

rake angle becomes more negative, and that the ratio of the . -

chip thickness to the depth of cut is always greater than one. " .
The proposed slip-line model can be extended to plowing .
friction problems, for it accounts for wedge formation due to

material transfer from the plowed surface, and the formation
of a ridge ahead of the plowing hard asperity due to material
pile-up. Furthermore, shear of the plastically deformed metal
is assumed to occur within a shear zone and not simply along ,. lit.

a shear plane as in the previous models (17].
The purpose of the present study is to obtain an analytical . , ,I solution for the plowing friction coefficient based on a model "

that represents fairly well the plowing process. The depen- . , •!
dence of the friction coefficient on such important parameters " "
as the sharpness of the asperities, the shape of the plastic zone
and the interfacial "friction" conditions is also examined. In lr

addition, experimental evidence for plowing in both dry and Fig. 2 wea tracis of copper w Maces 4s) disk and *) pin dry ex-
lubricated sliding is presented and the range of application of perIment in air, noma load a 2N. sliding distenue - 30 m)

the theoretical model is discussed, experiments are shown in Fig. 1. In the case of dry sliding

(Fig. I. first column) grooves 10-60 pan deep were formed on

2 Experimental Evidence for Plowing In Dry and aluminum, 5-35 pm on copper, 1-6 imn on titanium, 0.5-4jpm
Lubricated Sliding on steel and 1-2 $an on chromium. The profiles of the wear

tracks of the lubricated experiments (Fig. 1. second column)
Dry and lubricated experiments conducted on pure show that lubrication reduces the depth and width of the

aluminum, OFHC copper, pure titanium. AISI 1095 steel and plowing grooves significantly. The groove depth for
chromium have shown that plowing grooves form on the lubricated aluminum was in the range 5-20 pm while the
surfaces. The experimental apparatus, which was a pin-on- grooves formed on the other metals were less deep. In par-
disk tester, the methods of preparing the samples and the ticular, the depth of the grooves formed on copper was 1-2
experimental conditions and procedures have been described pam, on titanium it was 0.5-4 pm and on steel and chromium it
in detail in a previous publication 121. Although the specimens was less than 0.5 and I jm, respectively. In addition, the
were polished to mirror-like finish, grooves have formed on width of the wear tracks is much smaller in the lubricated
the sliding surfaces at the very beginning of sliding. As sliding experiments than in the dry experiments. The effect of the
continued, more wear debris and deeper plowing grooves have material hardmss on the surface topography and the coef-
appeared. Surface profiles and scanning electron micrographs ficient of friction is also noticeable. The surface roughness
derly showed the transitions of the surface topography, and the friction coefficients were significantly smaller under
especily in the early stages of sliding. In both dry and lubricated sliding conditions except in the case of titanium
lubricated experiments the surface profiles indicated that the where lubrication was not effective. The general trend for
roughness and the width of the wear tracks increase with lower friction coefficients when hard materials are slid on

sliding distance until a steady-state is reached. The grooves themselves is evidently followed. The hardness of the tested
formed in the dry experiments were always deeper and wider metals, the steady state coefficient of fr'ction and the range of
than those of the lubricated experiments, the groove depths are listed in Table 1.

Selected profiles of worn surfaces from dry and lubricated The transition of the surface topography was also studied
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Flo. 4 Wear trackst of (an) urlos o diskt and (b) Pin
(kItts~ltd exp~Wlnwo (mmllm ol1X normal loadl - 2N, sliding distar"o

periments. As in the dry experiments. the surfaces havi
plastically deformed and many grooves have formed.
However. the width of the wear tracks and the plowing
grooves are substantially smaller than those of the dry ex-
periments. This reduction is especially noticeable for

~aluminum and copper wear tracks (Figs. 2-5).

These experimental observations clearly demonstrate the
significance of the plowing friction mechanism in both dry
and lubricated sliding. The variation of the surface
topography and the formation of wear grooves during sliding

~can be primarily associated with the plowing action of wear

.1

debris entrapped between the sliding surfaces or with plowing

B H3 Analysis and Discussion

3.1 The Asslytlel Model. When a hard asperity, or a
hard wear paticle entrapped at the interface, slides on a1softer eureacen plastic deformation of the soft material odcitn

due to plowing or microcutting. A material element ahead of
the hard asperity is ntdefored but as it approaches the
plowing paile extensive shearing and microchip formation
occur. The sheared material may produce a new wear particle
or it my adhere strongly to the surface of the hard asperity
resulting in the formation of rgid st nant region (dead
zone) in front of the plowing ede in accord wi the ex-
primntal evidence reported by Cocks o3-71 and Antler IS.

lop The similarity between sliding and maghiding as been

dc maed in asociat e wit the ploin ctne s of formation
Fi. I Weowtel of seer I i) dis and 0i) Pin 0 of a built-up edgje and a frontal bulge (or prow) in mindeqmpllemown6 al OW mel lo" a aI, didg distae .-m 4 dindint or cutting could be extended to the slidin problem

where ateal transferred and strongly adhered to thesurce asperities may s t as a -up edge deforming

with a scannif electron microcope. Several microglraphs of plastically the sufaces &M resulting in ridgle and wear debris
the mw tr3cks as a function of the distance slid were ob- formation. Rowe and Wetton D1tu. in their aoalyni for metal

three of the teted metals ane shown in Fig3s. 2-6. The A a and sug Mted that the pap haed asp-line model, which
'ino of worn aluminum &d copper surfaces from acrunts for the formaeti of a frontal bulge shad of the

dry e&peiments mue shown in Figs. 2 and 3. respectively. It abrasive grit, could be assumed for modeling material pile-upcan be m that plastic deformation took plce as a resst of in front of the pi asperities in ft nS. Epermts
_and tht many plowing grooves have formed on all of conducted with diuond cones t bravered on capper inated

the surfaces. Figues 4-6 show some typical wear tracks on that as sdinh proceeded mateial removed from the ploeing

discuVse. 10i, JULY 19ps6 18 Texamt oes of fMatnE

P~. W abe epw uress() ad) h ~ ofabultu eg ad rotl ule(o ro) nmea
e~amnt~buei ei nmelWad* SNSiiA~ IUW U 4 U) gindig o cutin cold e etendd t th sldin prble
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3 Fig. 6 Wear tracks of chromium surfaces: (a) disk and (h) pin
(lubricated experiment (mineral oil), normal load , 2N. sliding distance

16m)

A r ~
I 

F

u£, 0 o -0 ... .......

F. 7 Plastic deformation due to plowing by a hard asperity (or wear C

grooves was eventually piled up and a prow, termed ridge,
was formed ahead of the diamond rider (211. It is essential,
therefore, that a slip-line field which may account for this
experimental evidence must be used for analyzing the plowing

friction mechanism. f
A slip-line field with these features is shown in Fig. 7. The U1

proposed field is similar to the one given for metal cutting
with negative rake angle tools 1201; however the solution of U. U"

the present study is based on different assumptions. In
reference (20], it was proposed that the shear stress is a b)
function of the real area of contact and the normal stress due Fi. s is) SlplIne field for plowing end 0) velocity diagram
to the high normal pressures. In the present study, no such 010d111a160
constraints for the stresses have been imposed, but it is
assumed that the ratio of the interfacial shear stress to the
shear strength of the plastically deformed metal is only a field shown in Fig. 8(b) is kinematically admissible. In order
function of the interfacial friction conditions. Moreover, the for a microchip (or wear particle) to form it is assumed that a
validty of the proposed slip-line field in terms of the semi- ridge HI and a dead zone BJC are formed. The material being
included angle a and the friction angles I (see Fig. 7) have plowed flows over the hard particle along the boundaries CJ,
bm discussed. JR. and BA.

Figure 7 shows a stationary hard asperity (or a wear par- The slip-line field shown in Figs. 7 and 8(a) is composed of
tide) and a softer surface moving with a velocity U. It also domains with orthogonal a- and P-shear lines. The triangular
shows two families of slip-lines, denoted as a-lines and 5- fields AIl, HIG, and JDC, and the rectangular field IFEJ are
lines, along which the shear stress is equal to the shear networks of straight a- and 0-lines. Because the a- and $-lines
strength of the material. A stagnant region, or dead zone. is have no curvature, the hydrostatic pressure remains the same
shown by the area BJC ahead of the plowing edge. The slip- throughout these fields. The centered-fans (sectors) GIF. RIK.
line analysis is developed on the assumption that the plane- and E.JD, are networks of straight and circular orthogonal
train condition approximates the plowing situation well. slip-lines. In these fields the hydrostatic pressure is the same

Figure I shows the proposed slip-line field with the along a radia line, but changes from one radial line to
corresponding velocity diagram (hodograph). The velocity another. The normal and tangential tractions on boundaries

JouIal Of Trbology 19 JULY 1986, Vol. 1061306



I
HI and 1A are zero because HI and 1A are stress-free surfaces.
Thus the a- and 6.lines must meet these surfaces at 45 deg. BC"TA0 i+ii 2 T-\ + 3 d -

The domain KBJ is a set of orthogonal a- and 0-lines 2

contained within the curved boundaries BK and Bi which are -0-1, +
,17, >0

arcs of circles with centers at I and 0 and radii ID and OB,
respectively, and a straight line KJ. The a-lines in KBJ are or
arcs of concentric circles with center at I and the $-lines are
straight lines passing through I (Fig. 7). Thus, the hydrostatic 04- *3 > (7)

pressure is constant along the straight $-fines, but it assumes
different values on each $-line due to the circular a-lines. The Because the velocity along the $-line HGFEDC must be

details of the geometrical construction of the field KBJ are constant, the following relations should be satisfied (Fig. 8(b))
given in the Appendix. UNo - UDC:

The angles q,. q2, and V3 which the a- and 0-lines make
with the interface ABJC depend on the interfacial shear or
strength, s,, along each of these boundary segments. The .1
angles w., are given by s 1n4 s+a-Ij - 2 _ sin(l +1 3 + -o- a)

or s, =kcos(21?,) sin (3)4- sinh, 3 U
,,=-cos-l(s/) j-1.2,3 (1) or

where 1.2, and 3 represent the boundaries AB, BJ, and JC, I~ +j +9-a-sin' [v2sin(4 +a-il -Z2)sinn, (8)
respectively.

3.2 Geometrical Constraints on the Slip-Line Field. The and

proposed slip-line field assumes that material is removed in UEF = UHG

the form of microchips. In order for the chip formation or

then parallel to the rigid boundary AB. For this plastic flow to sin(! +a- 71, -29

take place the angles HiM, BIN, and J1N must be nonzero, sin(b+a- - 7) 4)
i.e., the following relations must be satisfied sin6 sin( 31sTn T

HfM= - -20+a-,it >0
or 4Or +9-a

2-4+- 2 2;1I( 9 ) I
B N+a- 71 >0 +t[an Q- Vsin+a- i -2)si +9a) J9)

or~~ ~~ I-v2snQ+ - -20)cos(II + 6 - a)

The lengths AD and 08 can be expressed in terms of thed a>111 (3) slip-line field angles and the length JC as

andI

JfN=O+it -a>O cos( 1+ osin(i - 2 ++0
o r A S -= J - ( 1 0 )

(4dcos -I, sine sin (1, 12k +

Combining relations (2H4) the range for 0 can be obtained 2
as a-Ill cosisin(q, -112 +9+A)

and (5) sin9 sin (Il -112 
+

4

The propos dipline field also assumes the formation of a 3.3 CAefflimt of FrIclOm. If p is the hydrostatic

dead nose BJC. For a dead zone to form, two relations mum pressure on a slip-line and # the angle of rotation of an a-line 3
be satisfied: the sum of all the anges at point J must be equal with the x-axis (shea angle), the equilibrium equations and

to 2v and the angle 114J must be nonzero. Hence the yield criterion can be ombined into the following two

2 6 (1 S \ .equations known as Henky's equations (13, 14)

2 -A + p+ 20 - constant (a-line)

or 
p-2k-constant (l-line)

T The pressure, p. along any slip-line can be obtained from
A i + q2 + q( - (6) the known boundary conditions and equations (12). The

stresses at each location are then found from Mohr's circle.
and The hydrostatic pressure. p. along some a- and 0-lines and the
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3 normal and tangential stresses o and a,, respectively, along
the boundaries AB, BJ, and JC are given in the following. - 0 + 20+ 2o)cos(O+ A- 2k) + sin(O + -2a- 2'73) (18)

On the stress-free surfaces HI and IA the principal stresses

are. a, 0 all = - k all, = - 2k Sim ilarly, the vertical force F , is given by
From Mohr's circle the normal and tangential stresses on the
boundary AB are:

Alongthe =9l+sin2*iq) oA,8=kcos21I (13) F, = JCk

Along the O-line 18 and the a-line BK the hydrostatic sin 0-0- 0)

pressures respectively are: \ [
Thntestessp'8=k P8K=k(l+2tP) 

0Then the stresses along the boundary BJ can be obtained from - (1+ sin2712)sin (0 - 2a -
Mohr's circle and the pressure pBA as

o =k(l +20,+sin2i 2) oas=kcos272 (14) 9cos(0- 2a)

The hydrostatic pressure along the a-lines IG. IF. and JD, + -(2- cos2*)cos (-2a-

respectively, is given by sin 8

p1O=k pF=k(l+ 20) pJD-k(l+2+2o) 2

From Mohr's circle and the known pressure p.D, the stresses (I 2620
on the boundary JC can be obtained as + 0+2 6sn( a os( + A -2,-13)

oJc=k(l +20+2o+sin2n.3) oc= -kcos217, 3  (15)J (19)

The horizontal and vertical forces F, and F,. respectively, where
acting at the interface ABJC can be obtained by summation = -172 + O a
along the boundary. Thus

Thus, the coefficient of friction, j, = F, IF., due to plowing
F, = F~ + F +Fc can be expressed as

= AB[o'.*cosa- o-4 sina]

+ OB [ IScos(1 2-n, +a- ) JolIsinw, * 2cosW, + bsinw3 - ,sinw 2 j-, 5cosSW4 +sinw,

3 £Jsifl(n. - ? +a -k)Idoli Jolt, cosw1 - ~iW 3OW 4OW1+isn4+CW

+ JCfo',Ccos(W- A - + 17i - 0+ where20

and + esin(v -A- 7 + 17, - + a)] (16) + I, ASsin(O + A - a) -2O .I

+ Ff + F ~F~~+ c t= it sine E2 -I+ sin2i 2

-ABleo Osina + vA'cosal sin (0-0- 2)

+ OBL H o: 'sin(12 - i + a -t ) 9 G 2- OS212 /s - I +20+2*

+ of€cos7 2 -j, +a-0) Id sn

+ KCt csin(r _A I, + q 2 - + a)

- fCls(1rA 1-- 9+I (1 7) (aI I1I-i- d2 02 -- +,-1- 2

where W1=4+I a W WO 22 w 0

Substituting equations (10), (11), and (13)-(15) into It is evident from equations (18) through (20) that the
equations (16) and (17) and integating, the horizontal and coefficient of friction depends on the emi-uperity angle a,

erucal forces acting on the interface A C can d e obtained. the ratios slk (i.e., the "frictio" conditon at the interfae
The horizontal force, F, is given by ABJC), and the magnitude of C. There can be an infinite

"number of solutions for the friction coeffi t within the

44 , s(;+ !)i~ 1 a iiss yrltos(S). The stres field in adeomnF, = j a4 materi can be uniquely defined only when the boundary

sn a-0sin#Godtos(tue or velocitie) of the deforming zone are
i competelyspecified. Then the actual state of stresses. can be

0 obtained from the extremum principles propoes by Hill [221
+ 01 +WIn2 )CO 0- 2a- for a rigid-plastic body. In machining problems, however.

some of the boundary conditions are unknown ad.3 .Os - 2a) 0) moreover,(the bo2)]aanthemacii~rc s lvswel u detemned.3 In
+ 0-(2 - €os2qz)sin (0-2a- this cone, the ettremum principles am no longer applicablesi!2 and the machining process bs not uniquely defined t21. In the

2i present analysis, therefore, the angle 0 was varied within the
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limits set by the relations (5) and the minimum and maximum similar (or compatible) metals. in the limiting case for which
magnitudes of the coefficient of friction we-re obtained as s/k- I, i.e., for "sticking" interacial conditions, the a- and
functions of a and s sik. s-lines will meet the boundaries tangentially and at right

The minimum and maximum magnitudes of the coefficient angles. in this case the proposed slip-line field cannot exist. U
of friction as a function of the semi-asperity angle a are Nevertheless, "sticking' interfacial friction conditions are
plotted in Pigs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively, for the case when unlikely to prevail even with similar metals sliding on
the same "friction" conditions prevail along the interface themselves under dry sliding conditions, due to surface
ABJC. i.e., for it= -2 - ,. Several friction curves for dif- contamination which reduces the interfacial shear strength U
ferent boundary "frictional" conditions s/k are shown. The and results in s/k magnitudes less than one.
coefficient of friction obtains high values when a is low (sharp In order to examine the accuracy of the theretically
asperities) and decreases rapidly to very small maqgnitudes for predicted coefficients of friction, experimental results from I
high values of a (shallow asperities). Moreover, the our study and other investigations were compared with I
magnitude of s/k affects the coefficient of friction theoretical solutions of similar s/k magnitudes. Hisakado 11lII
significantly only when the semi-usperity angle is surficiently slid conical diamond sliders on carbon steel and coppersmail. When a taka values in the rangde 45-55 deg., for (typical case of dissimilar pairs) and obtained values for Sik-•I
ample, varitions of the magnitude of s/k may alter the between 0.1 and 0.12. Moreover, when carbon steel was slid

coeffitim of friction by S0 percent. Conversely, as a in- on itsef, a cse which my be interpreted as sldn betweenI
€eege the effect of the interfacial friction on the magnitude similar metals, a value of 0.4 for s/k was deduced. Tsuki'oe
of the coefficien of friction becomes margi~nal, and Sakamoto [2l, Z41 conduted siia experiments and

Th ofiin of friction predicted here is correct only reported a value for s/k equal to 0.11 for diamond conca
when the gueometri constraints given by equations (SH-9) aure sliders trvesig on copper, aluminum and low carbon Steed. I
satisfied. The dashed-curve in Figs. 9(e) and 9(b) is a limiting However, when sintered carbide conical sliders were traversed
curve for the assumed slip-line field. Outside this dashed- on copper the deduced value of s/k wats about 0.22. This can
curve different slip-lne fields must be sought. The friction be interpreted as a case of sliding between mterials of partial m
curves corresponding to low values of the ratio s/k masy be the or poor ompatibility. Friction data for conica diamond tol
alppropriate curves for lubricated slding conditions, or for of different negative rake angles traversed on AIS! 1095 steel
unlubricated sliding with dissimilar (ncompatible) metals have also been reported recendly by Sin et a. 125l. Figure 10_

" where tie interfaciad adhesion will be weak. Furthermore, the shows the minimum and maximum friction coelt icient curves
friction curvesassociated with highvalues ofs/knmybe the for s/k -0.0, 0.1, and 0.2 together with obtained ex-.
aporaecurves for unlubricated liding conditions with perimentad data. The experimental results shown in the figure
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I
I E : %y Table 2 Experimental and theoretical friction coefficients
"-s s9'r a Coefficient of Friction

STANIUM (deg) Experimental' Theoretical (s/k = 0.7)
' " $/k ' • LUMINUM%1 -CCE rain max

*CHROMIUM 45 0.50 0.54 0.55
"k\ Q $G A s, .o95 ST[EE . 50 0.46 0.46 0.48,A11I 55 0.40 0.40 0.42

- TSUiJ(OcE a SAKAMIOTO 1 60 0.37 0.34 0.36

Iu I >.CZ :::IT a SUData*~ fro Reference 21
0.5 T

r I -F N

45 5C 55 60 65 7C '5 s0 65 so

a (deg.) Fig. 11 Slip-line field for plastically deforming hard asperity during
Fig. 10 Theoretical and experimental friction coefflcints obtained plowing
from lubricated (tilled symbols) and dry (open symbols) experiments

I with conical sliders [21, 24. 251 microcutting of the soft surface occurs. However. under
certain conditions plastic deformation of the hard asperity

have been obtained from lubricated experiments conducted may take place, despite the lower hardness of the opposed
with like metals sliding on themselves and from cutting de surface. Kayaba et al. (27, 281 have shown that when thequoted n references [21, 24. 25 . It is evident that the asperity angle is less than a critical value, which is determined
agreement between theoretical and experimental friction by the hardness ratio between the asperity and the flat sur-
coefficients is remarkably good. In the case of the lubricated face, the hard asperity undergoes plastic deformation even
experiments the calculation of the angle a was based on the though it is harder than the mating surface.
obtained surface profiles. It was assumed that the formed Figure I I shows a possible slip-line field for a plastically
grooves resulted from the plowing action of hard surface deforming hard asperity. The figure shows a hard asperity
asperities (or accicular wear particles entrapped at the in- and a soft surface which have both deformed plastically at the
terface) of the same semi-included angle cr. For each ex- same time. In order for the slip-line field shown in Fig. I I to
periment at least four profiles were obtained at different form, the angles BHC and GDF must be nonzero. These

locations of the wear track and perpendicular to the direction constraints yield the following relations
of sliding, and a mean value of a was calculated. The data of 31r-2af, - >0
the lubricated experiments plotted in Fig. 10 are the mean 4
values of several experiments obtained for different slidingdistncesorSatisfactory agreement was also obtained between ex- ,,> 3r (21)

perimental and theoretical friction coefficients for large 4
values of s/k. Table 2 lists data from an experimental study and
on machining of steel with carbide tools of different negativerake angles by Komanduri (26), and theoretical results ob- C+, - ->0

tained from the slip-line analysis for sit -0.7. The agreement 4
between theory and experiment is indeed reasonably good. or

A comparison between theory and experimental results
obtained from lubricated experiments between like metals and -,> - - a (22)

unlubricated experiments between similar and dissimilar 4
metals, when the plowing surface was significantly harder where the subscripts h and s denote "hard" and "soft,"
than the plastcafy deformed material, indicates that the respectively. The slip-line fields ABH and DFE are fields ofaccurcy of the theoretical model is remarkably ood. onstat pressure equal to, k, ad k,, respectively. Then theHowever, the agr'eement between theoretical Then, thHoeeteareetbtentertcladepressure in CDH and HDG can be obtained from Henky's
perimeutal friction coefficients obtained from unlubricated relations (i.e. equations (12)), and the nortand frotngential
experiments with like metals sliding on themselves, appears to relaon ie itan () and th nor l nd t ebe Inadequate. This discrepancy between theory and normal and tangential stresses on HD calculated from the

is discussed next. slip-line fields of the hard and soft materials, ch.. 0A and al.

3.4 Valit of te Analytleal Modd. It has been shown

so far that when the relations (5) through (9) are satisfied, i = k (I - + 4 + 2, + sin2ih (U)
solutions for the coefficient of friction in reasonably good
alreement with the experimental faults can be obtained. One 4- kO52q (23b)
of the major assumptions of the analysis is that the hard
asperity does not deform plastically when plowing and and

3 Jounlal 1 Tilogy JULY 106, Vol. 10611
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In the present study a assumes values in the range [i/4. I
e, = k,( I - .2 + 2a + 2%, + sit.1 (24a) ir/2]. For this range of values of c, the relation (29) and the

right hand side of relation (30) are always satisfied. The only
= k,cos2, (24b) constraint to be satisfied then is

Along the interface HD equilibrium must be satisfied us. 31r
if , = =s, from equations (23b) and (24b) it follows cos -(m) > - -4a (31)

2
= cos-'(no (25) In conclusion, when a<a[, where a, is given by equation

(27), and relation (31) is satisfied the coefficient of friction U
and can be obtained from equation (28). Conversely, if a> a, the

I (6 hard asperity does not deform plastically and the coefficient
i, = 2 COS (26) of friction is given by equation (20) if relations (5) through (9)

are satisfied.
where m=k, /k is the shear strength ratio, which is equal to When the asperities are much harder than the plowed
the hardness ratio, and f=s/k, with 0 < m < i and 0 sf< I. surface it may be assumed that m < <0.1. For the particular
Kayaba et al. 1271 used a similar analysis and by equating the case that m 0 0. 1 equation (27) predicts cc = 20 deg for all
normal stresses oA and e. at the interface HD, they obtained a values of f between 0 and 0.9. This implies that only the
relation for the critical value of a. denoted by a, in the asperities with semi-asperity angle less than 20 deg will U
present work, as follows deform plastically. Because this value of a, is significantly

I____ ,f less than the values of a obtained from the dry and lubricated
cc ( m - 1 + -(3-) + mcos experiments, it is reasonable to assume that only the softsurface will undergo plastic deformation. In that case, the I

-Cos'(nuf' *fl II (mj)2 11 (27) coefficient of friction is given by equation (20) and the I
- agreement with the experimental results is very good (Fig. 10

and Table 2).
This equation gives the value of the critical semi-asperity For lubricated sliding conditions it may be assumed that
angle as a function of the hardness ratio m and the interfacial f=0.1, and for m between 0 and 0.8. for example, the
friction conditions f. For a given set of m and f, all the magnitudes of a, predicted by equation (27) were lower than
asperities with a < a, must deform plastically, the values of a obtained from the lubricated experiments.

In the presen ;tudy the above analysis has been extended Thus, under lubricated conditions a > c and equation (20) 3
further to obtain a relation for the coefficient of friction when can be used again for estimating the coefficient of friction.
plastic deformation of the hard asperity and the soft surface The agreement with the experimental results for this case is
take place at the same time. Equations (23a) and (23b) can be also satisfactory as shown in Fig. 10. It remains, then, to
used to calculate the vertical and tangential forces (see Fig. II) examine the disagreement between the theoretical coefficients
and hence the friction coefficient from the relation ju = F, IF.. of friction obtained from equation (20) and those obtained
Thus from the unlubricated experiments with like metals sliding on

themselves.

[I - + 4a + cos '(m)cosa + sin(a + cos '(MAJ It is reasonable to assume that in dry sliding f varies be-
2 I tween 0.2 (contaminated surfaces) to 0.9 (clean surfaces). If
3r this range forf is considered, equation (27) may predict values

I- j +,4o+cos-'( j)Isina-cosla+Cos'(m)j of a, higher than the values of a obtained from the dry ex-
L 2 periments. Thus. if relation (31) is satisfied the coefficient of

(28) friction must be obtained from equation (28). It was found
that for m - 0.S, 0.9, and 1.0 and for f between 0.2 and 0.9,

Since Osf<l and O<m<l it follows that 0 mf<l. relation (31) is indeed satisfied when a assumes values equal
Therefore, from relations (21). (22). (25). and (26) the to those obtained from the dry experiments and also that
following relations must be satisfied in order for the assumed a< a,. Thus, for unlubricated sliding the theoretical friction
slip-line model (Fig. Ii) to be valid coefficients were obtained from equation (28). Table 3 lis

the values of a obtained from the dry experiments, the
-a< _os-fc (29) orrmponding experimental frktion coeffikients and the

-a<(9)theoretical friction oefi obtained from equation (28)for m -0.. 0.9, ad 1.0. The table also lsts the values off for
which solutions that satisfy the criterion a a, and the

3w I relation (31) were obtained. The agreement between theory
-2a< cos- (Mf) S i (3) and experment is reasonable. It must be mentioned, however,

TAWS. 3 FApemeetal and tbeesrel e nmefid Of Is.11et fee dry 81001

Coeffdent Of Friction
Eap moal Toetica (0.2 sfs 0.9)Jk~uer~a (de, (ezpurmts) , m-0.9 a.1.

Pwe lsmiawn 57* 15 0.73*0.04 0.73-1.46 0.75 - 1.46' 0.76- 1.40'

OFHCCOpper 71 *9 0.96*0.02 - 0.40-0.76 0.40-0.90
PureTttanium 61 * 10 0.48*0.02 0.63 - 1.0' 0.64-1.36 0.65-1.33I
AISI 10" Sed 64*9 0.50*0.08 0.35-0.73' 0.56-1.12 0.57- 1.411
Electroplted 76*6 0.58*0.03 - 0.30-0.520 0.30-0.67

Chromium
OSoluctons valid for 0.2 s/sO.8 3
bSutiom valid for 0.2 sfsO.7

'Solutions valid for 0.2 sISO.6
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that due tu the large scatter of -he magnitude of a. a direct good agreement with the friction coefficients obtained fromI comparison between theoretical 'r'tction coefficients based on lubricated and cutting experiments.
the mean value of cr and experimental coefficients of friction 3. In the case of dry sliding between like metals, plastic
may not be appropriate. Consequently, the agreement be- deformation of the plowing asperities may take place. A slip-
tween the predictions of equation (28) and experiments can be line model that accounts for plastic deformation of the
improved if solutions for the theoretical coefficients of asperity and the plowed surface at the same time was
friction based on the statistical distribution of at are obtained proposed. The friction coefficients predicted by this model
for each metal. However, this will require further analytical art. in fair agreement with the friction coefficients obtained
work based on the topography statistics. Nevertheless, since from uniubricated experiments between like metals.
te agreement between theory and experiment given in Table 3

is acceptable, such an analysis has not been attempted in this Acnweg nt
study.Akoweg nt

In the present analysis it was assumed that the plane-strain This work was done under the sponsorship of the Office of
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APPENDIXi

Geo~retfcall Constraudoa of the Domain KBJ A- line T F

TLie construction of the field KBJ is shown in Fig. 12. From
the geometry shown in this figure, it is found that IJB =
(r/2) - ' - (9/2) and, hence, the circle (Q) which passes from ,
I and B is geometrically determined. Thus, the intersection K

between the circle (Q) and the line which passes from I and R
makes an angle 0 with IB defines point J. Consequently, the
bisector of BJ intersects circle (Q) at 0. The boundary BJ of "
the slip-line field can be obtained by drawing a circle (S) with
center at 0 and radius OB.

Two characteristic slip-lines in field KBJ are shown in Fig. (S)
12. Line TP is a $-line and the curve PR. which is an arc of a
circle centered at I with radius IP, is an a-line. The angle, W.
that the a-lines meet the boundary BJ is not constant. It
assumes a value equal to rl: at B and J and a slightly higher F19. 12 OaonIetdcalconOtonlonotfledKBJ
value between. This implies that the interfacial shear stress, s,
which is related to the nterfacial angle, w. through the
following relation This assumption is fairly correct because the arc BJ of circle

(S) is very close to that of circle (Q), i.e., the distance PP' is
s= kcos(2,t) very small so that the approximation 1O = IBO or ,,w = i, is

is not constant along the boundary BJ. In order to simplify valid. Thus, equation (1) can be used for calculating the shear I
the calculations it is reasonable to assume that w, - r72. stress ,in the boundary BJ."

DISCUSSION I
F. E. Keanedy, Jr.' K. Kato'

The authors should be congratulated for producing a quite Several analytical results to estimate the friction force and
complete plasticity analysis of plowing phenomena in sliding wear type with slip-line field theory were proposed in the past. i
contacts. Their model agrees very well with experimental fric- some of which are listed by the authors.
tion coefficients obtained in a variety of tests with conical The authors should be congratulated in trying, to give a
sliders under both lubricated and unlubricated conditions, more precise analysis for the plowing process. The'agreement
Those results point out quite clearly the importance of plastic between the calculated and experimental values of the coeffi- i3
deformation in plowing and the major contribution of plow- cient of friction seems very good. But the discusser would like
ing to friction in many sliding contacts involving hard to suggest some points to be checked for better understanding:
asperities. The application of the model to the authors' drysliding experiments involving like materials prompts several (I) The question of the wear type: Although the authors'

sins, eer.in il ar like thaterials prot s seve analysis is for the plowing process which should not generate
questions, however. In particular, I hope that the authors wear debris, Figs. 7 and S imply the formation of microchips.
might clarify the following points: Were any microchips of wear debris observed in the sliding

i. How were the semi-asperity angles used in Table 3 deter- tests and, if so, how large were they on the average?
mined for the cases of like materials in dry sliding? Were the (2) Observations by other researchers: What would be the

across-the-groove surface profiles of the disk specimens experimental evidence for the existence of dead zone in their(Figure 1) used, and if so, would those across-the-grove studies?

angles be indicative of the angles of plowing asperities on the (3) The question of the quantitative differences between
pin specimens measured in the sliding direction? Was there authors' and other researchers' calculated values. Every
faces (eg. Figures 2-6) that asperities with a as small as 60" its reliability and usefulness, quantitative comparisons bet-

were aetually present on the pins? ween theoretical values by different methods are necessary.
2. Could third-body particles (wear debris) be responsible How large would the quantitative differences be between

for nuch of the plowing? Either loose debris or debris ac- calculated values of authors and Chaflen et al. (All for
umilatoa on the leading edge of the pins (as a prow) could eample?

have attack anglas as large as those used in calculations for The discusser obtained good agreement between experimen.
Table 3. Such debris could easily be work hardened to a hard- tal values and theoretical values calculated with the theory of
am reater than that of the material being plowed. Cthlle et &I. [A21. o

3. It appeals that the authors assumed that all plowing
asperities, induding both the rigid asperity of Figure 7 and the Additioall Referesees
defortmaing hard asperity of Figure i 1. were conical in shape. At Clailf. J. M.. ael Oakey. "As Explanaion of the Differsnia Rpein of

Would the resulting plastic flow around the cone really be ap- Friction d WW Uin Asperity Deformatics Models." W., Vol. S., 1979.
proimatd by plane strain condition? p. 229-43.

A Kato, ., ad Hokkirglwa, K.. "Abraive Wear Disgram." Pro n egs
of Eeaourib 85 Coq'w Iteiatoe'sE di Thboogar, Lyon. Francs. Sep. 9-12.
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II

Authors' Closure dium and lead, the amount of wear debris produced is smalland the deformed material is displaced along the sides of theWe wish to express our appreciation to Professors Kennedy groove. This type of wear, where very small amount of

and Kato for their generous comments on the paper and for material is removed, has been referred to in the past as plow-
the critical questions. We hope that our response will help ing. Alternatively, when the amount of wear debris is signifi-
clarify the points raised by the discussers. cant the material is removed as in metal grinding, i.e., in

discontinuous microchips. Under these conditions the type ofReply to Professor F. E. Kennedy wear is microcutting.
The angles in Table 3 were determined from the surface pro- From the friction point of view, however, plowing is re-

iles obtained perpendicular to the sliding direction. We have ferred to as the friction mechanism responsible for the forma-
assumed that groove formation resulted from the microcutting tion of grooves due to the entrapped wear particles or hard
action of the entrapped wear particles and/or hard asperities, asperities. Consequently, the plowing friction mechanism
and that the angle a is the same in directions perpendicular should not be confused with the particular type of wear.
and parallel to the sliding direction. It is possible that some of Numerous studies in the past have shown that wear debris and
the wear debris adhered initially to the surfaces and ag- microchips are generated when plowing friction conditions
glomerated to form wedges (prows), such as those reported in prevail at the interface. This was also found to be the case in
references '3] through [8), before it became loose eventually, the present study. Wear debris formation was observed in all
The micrographs of the worn surfaces have indicated, experiments. Because the focus of this study was on friction,however, that in most cases long plowing grooves formed systematic characterization of the debris was not attempted.parallel to the sliding direction. This experimental evidence However, wear particles in the range 1-10 m were observed
suggests that plowing takes place primarily due to the wear and the calculated wear coefficients were in the range 10-' to
debris entrapped at the interface. Because microscopic obser- 10-2.
vation of the interface during sliding is not possible, and the Furthermore, the analysis based on the slip-line model of
orientation of the wear particles trapped at the interface can- Figs. 7 and 8 does not depend on the formation of wear debris
not be determined, it was decided to use the values of a from and microchips. The friction coefficient is determined only
the transverse surface profiles. Different kinds of ex- from the deformation field defined by the boundaries HI, IA,
periments, such as with wedges of known cutting angles a or ABJC, and HGFEDC, and thus it is appropriate for any plow-
with abrasive papers where the slopes of the abrasive grits can ing conditions, independent of the kind of wear.
be measured, are necessary. Nevertheless, a comparison of the It is difficult to identify the existence of a dead zone during
theoretical values of the coefficient of friction with experimen- sliding because observation at the interface when plowing oc-
tal values obtained from cutting experiments with conical curs is not possible. The existence of a dead zone, however,
tools of known angles a has shown that the aggreement was has been observed in numerous plowing experiments in the
very good (see Fig. 10 and Table 2). past with cutting tools and in metal grinding. Because plowing

With respect to the question about the plane strain assump- in metal sliding is essentially similar to metal grinding ( 18], but
tion for the plastic flow, plane strain conditions can be as- on a smaller scale, it is expected that a dead zone will also
sumed to prevail when the width of cut is much larger than the form in front of the plowing wear particles and asperities dur-
depth of cut. The plane strain condition is an appropriate ing sliding.
assumption when the rigid asperity (or wear particle) has the As regards to the quantitative agreement between the
shape of a wedge. The flow is then confined to planes normal theoretical friction values, our approach to the problem was to
to the edge of the wedge and the problem can be analyzed fair- consider primarily all the qualitative aspects in plowing fric-ly accurately with two-dimensional slip-line fields such as tion. The proposed models are in agreement with the ex-
those shown in Figs. 7 and I 1. Moreover, the plane strain con- perimental evidence obtained for plowing conditions. In addi-
dition is a reasonable approximation even when the wear tion, the remarkably good agreement between theoretical anddebris and the asperities are idealized with spheres or cones, experimental friction values of our work and other studies, in-for example, provided that the depth of penetration is dicates that the theoretical models are also quantitatively cor-
significantly less than the width of the formed groove. This is rect. The qualitative differences between our model and those
typically the case in metal sliding where the penetration depth most commonly used in the past are apparent from the details
to groove width ratio is much less than one. In the present given in the paper. Because most of these models are in poor
study the depth-to-width ratio assumed values less than 0.3 qualitative agreement with the experimental evidence, any cor-
(for lubricated sliding it was below 0.2) and thus the plane relation between friction values calculated from those models
strain assumption for the plastic flow seems reasonable. and experimental results must be fortuitous.
Because the theoretical friction coefficients obtained from the In particular, the qualitative limitations of the models pro-
slip-line analysis were in good agreement with the experimen- posed by Challen and Oxley 117) have been addressed in the in-
tal friction results the plane-strain assumption, we think, is troduction. Hence, a quantitative comparison between our
justified, model and those of reference (171 is unrealistic. In reference

[A21, however, a comparison between experimental values and
0l* to pofeor K. LNG theoretical values obtained from (17 was attempted.
The term plowing has been reserved for the plastic flow of a Although an artificial correction factor was introduced to

soft surface when a loaded rigid asperity slides over it. From bridge the gap between the theoretical and experimental fric-
the war point of view, the plastically deforming materia tion values of that study, the apeement is poor. In fact, it was
flows upwards and sideways of the microcutting edge resulting found that the experimental friction coefficient values were
in the formation of wear debris (microchips) and ridges. higher than the theoretical friction coefficients by 30 to 70
Under certain conditions, e.g., for very soft metals such as in- percent.

I
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The Significance of Oxide Layers i
in Boundary LubricationK. Komvopoulos

Mem. ASME Analytical and experimental studies were conducted on oxidized and nonoxidized
pure aluminum, OFIIC copper, and electroplated chromium to investigate the role
of surf ace oxide layers in boundary lubrication. The effects of the thickness of the 3

N. Saka oxide layers, the elastic moduli of the oxide and the metal, and the normal surface
traction have been addressed. In addition, several possible failure mechanisms of
both thin and thick oxide films have been proposed. The experimental results have

N. P. Suh shown that low coefficients of friction, about 0. 1 or less, and especially low wear
can be obtained in boundary-lubricated sliding if the metal surfaces are protected

Ospartennt of Mechanical Engineering, from plastic deformation by sufficiently thick oxide layers. Scanning electron
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, microscopy has shown that when the oxide layers are not ruptured, the wear of the

Cambridge. Mass. 02139 surfaces is negligibly small. in this case, the oxide-oxide contacts deform primarily 3
elastically and the predominant friction mechanism is the shear of the lubricant film.
Based on this evidence, a theoretical modelforfricton was proposed and the agree-
ment between theoretical and experimental coefficients of friction was reasonably
good. Disruption of the oxide layers during sliding, however, was found to result in
plastic deformation and plowing of the surfaces.

I Introduction I
Since the early 195s much attention was devoted to the was due to the breakdown of the oxide layer due to incompati-

effect of oxide films on the friction and wear of sliding sur- ble strains at the oxide-metal interface, as was also proposed
faces. Low friction and mild wear of unlubricated metallic by Whitehead [1) and Wilson [6, 71 for dry sliding. Exper- 3
surfaces were attributed to the presence of thin oxide films iments of Hirst and Lancaster (141 with different metals and
which prevented the formation of intermetallic welds [!-41. lubricants have shown that the rate of oxidation influ-
The formation of the protective oxide films during sliding was enced remarkably the effectiveness of the oxide films in reduc-
studied by the electrical contact resistance measurements [5- ing friction and wear. It was observed that oxide layers which
7), and the high contact resistance was assumed to indicate formed slowly at room temperature yielded lower coefficients
shearing within an oxide layer which resulted in low friction of friction as opposed to oxides formed at high temperatures.
16, 71. Rabinowicz (41 has proposed that low friction ca.- be The significance of dissolved oxygen in lubricated sliding
obtained only when the oxide films are sufficiently thick, was studied by numerous investigators. For example, steel 3
about 10 nm. Also, the wear of oxide-covered metal surfaces rollers lubricated with plain mineral oil showed that the sur-
in dry sliding was investigated by Quinn et al. Il-101 and an faces with high oxygen concentration suffered minimum wear
analytical model for oxidational wear was proposed. (I5]. Experimental results have *also been reported for iron-

By contrast, the tribological behavior of oxidized metallic chromium (16, 171 and iron-silicon (11 alloys sliding in ox- 3
surface under lubricateld sliding conditions has received only ygen of controlled partial pressure. Low friction was obtained
modest aztentioo. Bowden and Young [Il] have observed when the sliding interface was completely covered by oxide
that lubrication of clean surfaces with long-chain fatty acids mixtures and oxidized metallic debris. Begelinger and deGee
did not result in low friction typical of boundary-lubricated 1191 have observed that a drastic decrease in friction and wear
surfaces, but the presence of water vapor and oxygen was occurred when the oxygen concentration in the lubricant was
found to be effective. They interpreted that a strongly an- increased. They postulated that oxidation of the asperity con-
chored tenacious soap film, a few molecules thick, was formed tacts prevented the formation of metal-to-metal contacts
due to a complex chemical reaction between the fatty acid wherever the lubricant layer was penetrated by the surface ir-
molecules and a thin oxide surface layer. Tingle (121 has of- regularities. Similarly, in a recent study in boundary lubrica-
fered similar interpretations for boundary-lubricated metal tion [201 it has been shown that an optimum value for the
surfaces with fatty acids in solutions. Lubricated experiments amount of oxygen in the lubricant exists for which minimum
with copper-beryllium alloys have shown that for a given load wear occurs. When this value was exceeded a transition to a
the degree of intimate plastic contact was greater for softer regime of high wear resulted, apparently due to the rupture of
alloys 113). Accordingly, it was suggested that the increase or an appreciably thick oxide.
decrease in the coefficient of friction with subsurface hardness Blouet and Courtel 1211 slid pure aluminum on tool steels

submerged in different lubricants and discovered that the
Conwbuittd by the Thbology Divsion to pubicaton in the Jovppi,., op coefficient of friction and the wear rate decreased significantly

Tmmotoo. Manucript reiived by the Tnbology Divi son. Augusi is. ie$. when the thickness of the aluminum oxide reached a critical
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I
value of 70 rm. Experimental work on aluminum alloys slid oxide films can minimize plastic deformation and thus friction
against steels in lubricants has also shown that aluminum ox- and wear. In particular, this paper addresses the prevail-
ide had a marked effect on both fric tion and wear (22, 231, in- ing friction mechanisms of oxide-covered metal surfaces independent of oxide thickness and subsurface alloy. This is in boundary lubrication, and presents experimental results based
complete disagreement with previous studies where the oxide on which an analytical model for friction, when the oxide film
thickness and the subsurface hardness were stated as impor- is not ruptured, is obtained. In addition, several possible
tant parameters for the effectiveness of the oxide film [I, 4, 6, failure mechanisms for thin and thick oxide films are pro-
71. It was also found that removal of the magnesium oxide, posed.
which was considered to be a solid lubricant, with an am-
monium salt solution produced higher friction coefficients. 2 Experimemua Procedures
However, this was not found to be the case in a different study 2.1 Materals. Pure aluminum, OFHC copper and chro-
with similar aluminum alloys without lubricants, where it was *um (1S urm thick electroplated on AISI 1095 steel) were
reported that the coefficient of friction was not affected by the h os for thi est iat on Aep iary sons for emagnesium oxide layer [24]. chosen for this investigation. The primary reasons for this

In the past, the friction of oxidized surfaces in lubricated choice are the availability of sufficient information on the ox-sliding was explained on the basis of the conventional model idation kinetics of these metals, and the marked differences inslidng as eplanedon te bsisof te cnvetionl mdelthe mechanical properties (e.g., elastic modulus and hardness)for boundary lubrication (251. It was argued that friction was the erhanical ro ter i es. e a lus and cop-low because of the reduced interfacial shear strength of the of the three metals and their oxides. The aluminum and cop-

Table I Properties of Experimental Materials
Material

Property Aluminum Copper Chromium
Hardness before annealing (MPa) 294 * 52 1,363 * 53 6,590*284
Hardness after annealing (MPal 186*16 510*21
Oxide hardness (MPa) 19,6136 1,7165 15,690 b

Oxide-metal hardness ratio for:
a. Metal hardness before annealing 66.71 1.26 2.38b. Metal hardness after annealing% 105.44 3.36 -Density (g/cmJ ) 2.70 8.96 7.19

Molas volume (cm3) 9.99 7.09 7.23
Oxide density (S/cm3) 3.97 6.30 5.21
Oxide molar volume (cm3) 25.68 12.62 29.17
Oxide-metal molar volume ratio 2.57 1.78 4.03
'fReference 141
bEstimated

oxide-covered asperity junctions. This friction model, how- per specimens were annealed for an hour at 673 K and 873 K.
ever, does not account for some important parameters, such respectively, in an argon atmosphere before oxidation. Table I
as the thickness of the oxide film and the elastic moduli of the lists the experimental materials and their properties.
oxide layer and the metal substrate, which have been stated as
important in other studies. Moreover, recent work in bound- 2.2 Oxidation of the Specimens. After polishing the pin and
ary lubrication has addressed the limitations of the conven- the disk specimens to obtain a mirror finish, they were cleaned
tional boundary lubrication model and has shown that the with soap and warm water, rinsed with methanol and acetone,
predominant steady-state friction mechanism is plowing [261. dried in air, and then oxidized in a furnace. The oxidation
From the wear point of view, it was also shown that the temperatures were so selected that oxide layers of a wide range
primary wear mechanism of boundary-lubricated metal sur- of thicknesses could be obtained. After an hour of oxidation
faces is an abrasive-type mechanism 1271. These studies in at a given temperature, the specimens were furnace cooled to
boundary lubrication have indicated that the prevailing fric- room temperature to minimize cracking of the oxide layers
tion and wear mechanisms can be minimized if plastic defor- due to thermal stresses. The temperature of oxidation %as
mation at the sliding interface can be made to vanish, maintained to within 4"C. Table 2 lists the temperatures of ox-

The aim of this study, therefore, is to investigate whether idation for each metal, the corresponding calculated oxide

Nomenclature

-A - preexponential factor k = ellipticity parameter
C - constant m,n = constants

E.E,,E, - elastic moduli p = pressure 6 = stoichiometry ratio
E' - effective modulus p. = actual pressure at center i0 = viscosity at ambient
F - tangential force of contact pressure
L - normal force pa = maximum pressure in X = lubricant thickness to

M,,M, - molecular weights Hertzian contact surface roughness ratio
Q - activation energy r = distance from centerline A = coefficient of friction or
R - radius of pin, radius of s - lubricant shear strength traction ratio

cylindrical asperity, or I W time -,,V, = Poisson's ratios
gas constant U= velocity = oxide layer thickness

T - temperature = function of oxygen par- , = densities
V., V. - molar volumes tial pressure Subscripts

a - half contact width = function 3f temperature
a, - half contact width of -- contact area ratio (eo/a) I = layer

Hertzian contact 0 = pressure ratio (o,/Po) me = metal
h,..h, - minimum and central - = viscosity-pressure ox = oxide

lubricant film-thicknesses coefficient s - substrate
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Table 2 Oxide film thlckness and surface roughaess for m, hour of oxidation
in air

Metal Oxidation Calculated Oxide Centerline average
temperature thickness roughness

(K) (tum) (,m)

Aluminum 373 4.2 0.05
473 7.0 0.137
573 7i.0 0.146
673 15.6 0.152
773 68.5 0.15

Copper 408 7.0 0.1
433 9.0 0.1
445 10.0 0.53
513 12.5 0.11
555 30.7 0.3
673 208.0 0.28

Chromium 773 28.2 0.05
973 126.6 0.1I173 926.3 1.22

thicknesses and the measured centerline average surface on the pin-on-disk tester. The tested specimens were cleaned
roughnesses. The details of calculations are given in the Ap- again after the experiment with warm water and acetone and
pendix (equations (A4)-(A9)). stored in a container with Ca 2SO 4 at room temperature.

Depending on the experimental scatter at least three tests were
2.3 Lubrileat. In order to avoid complications from the conducted in each case. All tested specimens were observed in

formation of boundary films, which may result from chemical an optical microscope. Some of the specimens were cleaned
reactions between the lubricant and the surfaces during slid- with acetone in an ultrasonic cleaner for a few minutes and
ing, a relatively inert additive-free mineral oil was used. The then were observed in a scanning electron microscope. A sur-
oil was primarily a mixture of naphthenic hydrocarbons. face profilometer was used for obtaining the centerline a"-
Table 3 lists some properties of the mineral oil. erage surface roughnesses of the oxidized and worn surfaces.

The diamond stylus of the profilometer had a tip radius of 2.5
Table 3 Properties of the lubricant &m and the stylus force was 0. 1 g. The scanning speed was

viscosity at 310 K 74 cSt about 1.5 mm/s.
Viscosity at 372 K I I cSt
Density at 298 K 0.886 g/cn 3

Flash point 455 K
Surface tension at 298 K 26.9 dyn/cm 3 Experimental Results

3.1 Aluminum. As Fig. I shows, the coefficient of fric-

2.4 Experiments. A pin-on-disk tester was used to conduct tion of the nonoxidized aluminum was initially about 0.45 and
the experiments. The experimental apparatus has been de- then it decreased rapidly to a steady value of 0.2. The initial
scribed in detail in a previous publication [261. The normal coefficients of friction of the oxidized aluminum surfaces.
load was 2 N. but tests were also conducted with loads in the however, were significantly lower, in the range 0. 3 to 0.25 (ex-
range 0.02-1 N. The angular speed was 4.5 rad/s and the cept in the case of the aluminum oxidized at 773 K for which it
linear speed was between 0.6 and 3.5 cm/s. All tests were con- was high, about 0.4), and the steady-state values were only
ducted in laboratory air at room temperature. marginally lower, between 0.15 and 0.2. Roughness mea-

Before each experiment the oxidized specimens were rinsed surements of the oxidized surfaces have shown that the surface
gently with methanol and acetone, dried in air and then tested roughness increased with the temperature of oxidation (Table
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2). The increase of the initial coefficient of friction with the contrast with the nonoxidized surfaces. Figure 3 shows the
oxidation temperature may be attributed, therefore, to the ini- worn surfaces of aluminum specimens oxidized at 673 K after
tial surface roughness. The friction curves of the aluminum the transition. It is evident that the surfaces have undergone
oxidized at 373, 473, 573, and 673 K show a transition from a severe plastic deformation and that the interfacial contact was
low friction to a relatively high friction regime. By contrast, primarily intermetalic. In the case of the specimens oxidized
the friction curve for the specimens oxidized at 773 K shows at other temperatures similar observations before and after the
that initially the friction coefficient assumed very high values transition were made. However, for the aluminum oxidized at
(the maximum was about 0.96) and eventually a steady-state 773 K the topography of the worn surfaces was similar to
value of 0.17. those of Fig. 3, even for extremely short sliding distances.

Representative micrographs of the worn disk and pin sur-
faces, which were oxidized at 673 K, are shown in Fig. 2. 3.2 Co . The coefficients of friction of the nonox-
Although a few narrow plowing grooves have formed on the idized and oxidized copper are shown in Fig. 4. For the nonox-
surfaces plastic deformation did not occur at every location, in idized copper the initial coefficient of friction was 0. 18 and the

steady-state value was 0.17. The initial coefficient of friction
of the oxidized copper assumed values between 0. 12 and 0.2
depending on the roughness of the oxide layer. Surface pro-
filometry of the oxidized copper surfaces demonstrated that
the roughness increased due to oxidation (see Table 2). For ex-
ample, the highest initial coefficient of friction was about 0.2
and was obtained with copper specimens oxidized at 445 K,
the temperature for which the roughest oxide was formed.
Marginally lower steady-state coefficients of friction, between
0.09 and 0.15, were found for the oxidized copper.

Scanning electron micrographs have shown that surface
b plowing occurred at the initiation of sliding. More and rel-

SWIMp atively large grooves were formed on the nonoxidized copper
surfaces and on the copper with thin oxide layers. Examina-IFi 2 Wow trcka of aluminum surfaces oxidized at 673 K: (a) disk and tion of the plowed surfaces with a profilometer indicated that

(h) pin (nomW load. 2 N, distance 9 = 17 m) the depth of the grooves was larger than the thickness of the

I --
I '__

FIg. 3 Ww trscks of sluminum surfaceS oxidized t 673 K: (*) disk and
(b) pin (normal load - 2 N, distance slid = 29.5 m)

03- O ,Zd -
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Fig. 4 Coefficient of friction "rsus slidlng distance for nonomled
anW oxkllm pnowsuacoa sld on 1mmolvU Outif.ated sqpe.
Iim ta. nomal Noad a 2 N)
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oxide layer. However, in the case of the thick oxide layers

(e.g.. 31 and 208 am thick) many grooves with depths less than
the oxide thickness were also found. It appears, therefore, that
plastic deformation and complete rupture of the oxide layer

occurred at the initiation of sliding only in the case of the thin
oxide films.

Figure 5 shows numerous plowing grooves on both surfaces.
Rupture of ridges formed due to plowing, and wear debris for-
mation is also noticeable in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c). Typical
micrographs of worn surfaces oxidized at 555 K are shown in ms
Fig. 6. It is evident, by comparing the surfaces shown in Figs.
5(s) and 6(a). that fewer plowing marks have been formed on
the disk surface of Fig. 6(c). possibly due to the protection
against plowing provided by the thicker oxide. However,
many plowing grooves have been formed on the pin surface
(Fig. 6(b)). This may be attributed to the continuous contact I
of the pin during sliding, in contrast to the disk surface where
contact with the pin occurs at any location only once in each
revolution. Thus, plastic deformation and removal of the pro-
tective oxide layer may have occurred initially on the pin sur- I
face and much later on the disk. Figure 6(a) is an example of

FW 08 Wowr oafs@ coppar surfaces oxidized at US5 K: (a) disk and M~
pin (normalld 2 N. distance slid - 23 m)El .the partially removed oxide film. The figure also shows oxide
islands on the sliding interface which have survived rupture I
and locations where the oxide has been removed. Similar
observations were made on copper oxidized at 673 K.

3.3 Chromium. Figure 7 shows the friction coefficients of
- the nonoxidized and oxidized chromium. The nonoxidized

chromium produced an initial coefficient of friction of 0.2 and
after 0.5 m of sliding it attained a maximum of 0.35, A steady-
state value of 0. 15 was reached after 5 m of sliding. The fric-
tion curves of the oxidized chromium are substantially dif-
ferent at the very beginning of sliding. However, the steady-
state values of the oxidized chromium were very close to the

4W steady-state friction coefficient of the nonoxidized chromium.
about 0.15. The most interesting result was that the coeffi-~cients of friction increased with the oxide thickness; the coef fi-

I Wwtrcksofcopper aI oaszldldat ANK: 4)disk.,h)pim cient of friction of the thinner oxide formed at 773 K was
and e)l hgermagnIfce* of pin sface (nomal load 2 N, distane markedly lower than the friction coefficient of the nonox-

li d 3 HO idized chromium until a steady-state was reached. Then it re-
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mained constant and was slightly lower than the steady-state before the maximum coefficient of friction was reached (i.e.,
coefficient of friction of the nonoxidized chromium, i.e., before the transition from low to high friction). By contrast,
about 0.13. Fig. 9 shows that plastic deformation and groove formation

Scanning electron microscopy and surface profilometry in- took place on both surfaces. The micrographs have been ob-
dicated that the surface roughness increased with the oxide tained after the maximum (about 0.35) coefficient of friction
thickness (Table 2). The differences in the initial coefficient of was reached and after a steady-state value of 0.14 was at-
friction can be associated, therefore, with variations of the tained. The surface topography of the oxide layers formed at
surface roughness as a function of the oxide film thickness. 973 and 1173 K was similar to that of Fig. 9 even for extremely
All oxidized surfaces were green, but those oxidized at 773 K short sliding distances. It was also found that the surfaces of
retained the initial mirror finish. The oxide film produced the chromium pins which were oxidized at 973 and 1173 K suf-
after oxidation especially at 1173 K, was quite darker and fered severe plowing and rupture of the oxide film almost
duller than the other two cases. within the first revolution. Plastic deformation and plowing of

As in the case of aluminum, the thinner chromium oxide the disk surfaces, however, was noticeably mss than that of the
showed a transition from low to high friction and wear. pin surfaces.
Micrographs of the low friction-wear regime obtained for dif-
ferent sliding distances illustrated that initially, when the coef- 3.4 Expeats With Light Loads. To investigate the
ficient of friction was about 0.12, the surfaces did not show significance of the normal load on the friction and wear be-
any evidence of plastic deformation. However, after relatively havior, experiments with loads in the range 0.02 to I N were
short distances of sliding a maximum value of 0.31 was also conducted. One of the striking findings was that for a cer-
reached and many plowing marks formed on the surfaces, tan material, oxide thicknes and load combination, plastic
eventhough the coefficient of friction reduced eventually to a deformation of the sliding pairs was negligibly small. In addi-
low steady-state value equal to 0.13. Figures 8 and 9 show tion, the magnitudes of the initial coefficients of friction with
characteristic micrographs of chromium oxidized at 773 K ob- loads less than or equal to I N were noticeably lower than
tained from the low and high friction regimes, respectively, those obtained with 2 N. However, the steady-state values
Figure 9 shows no evidence of plowing on any of the surfaces, were only marginally lower than those obtained with the 2 N
(The cracks on the su,.ices were observed on all the chromium normal load.
surfaces after oxidation.) The micrographs have been taken Figure 10 shows the initial coefficients of friction for the

load range 0.02 to 2 N. The figure shows a general trend for
lower friction up to I N, and higher friction at 2 N. The reduc-
tion of the initial friction coefficient is more significant for ox-
idized aluminum than for oxidized copper and chromium.
This discrepancy may be due to the removal of the oxide film
from the copper and chromium surfaces, especially for the
relatively heavy loads. It is also worth noting that the initial
coefficients of friction of the nonoxidized surfaces are, in
general, lower than those of the oxidized surfaces perhaps due
to the rougher surfaces of the oxide layers. This appears to be

* 'more significant in the case of very light loads (less than 0.5
2 m N). A possible reason for this discrepancy may be the instan-

taneous flattening (i.e., deformation) of the oxide undulations
due to the heavy loads, in contrast to the case of the Jight
loads.

*Figure I I shows the steady-state values of the coefficient of
friction versus load for both nonoxidized and oxidized sur-
faces. The results are scattered and, thus, cannot be consid-

Ud! o
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ered conclusive due to almost complete rupture of the oxide I
layers when the steady-state friction was attained. The some-
what lower steady-state friction values obtained for light loads
may be attributed to less plowing of the surfaces as opposed to bmnds ofI

the steady-state friction values for heavy loads (e.g.,for 2 N) -ea, tfikck

where severe plowing occurred. Indeed, surface micrographs
of the worn surfaces showed fewer and significantly smaller GLUM,
grooves on the surfaces for sliding with light loads. F 1 W ee racks of chrofMum surfaces oxidized at 073 K: (a) disk.

Figure 12 supports the validity of the above remarks. The (b) her mapilftcafu of das surface, and (c) pin (nomal fod a 0.2

micrographs of this figure were obtained after sliding copper N, diOSice sid a a m?
oxidized at 673 K on iself for 55 m with a load of 0.05 N. Two
plowing grooves can be seen on the disk surface (Fig. 12(a)). altered at all and micrographs similar to that of Fig. 8 were ob-
However, despite the relatively large distance of sliding the tained. Figure 13, for example, shows the surfaces of
rest of the surface is still covered with the oxide layer. More, chromium oxidized at 973 K and slid for 68 m under a load of
and relatively smaller grooves have formed on the pin surface 0.2 N. Neither the disk nor the pin surface shows any evidence
as shown in Fig. 12(b), due to the continuous contact of the 6f plastic deformation. Figure 13(b), which is a higher
pin surface which resulted in severe plastic deformation and, magnification of Fig. 13(a), shows that only burnishing has
thus, removal of the oxide film. Nevertheless. the number and taken place wherever contact was established. The worn sur-
size of the plowing grooves, as well as the width of the wear faces of the same materials but under a load of 2 N were
tracks ae slgnificandy smaller than those obtained from the similar with those of Fig. 9 even for very short sliding U
experiments with 2 N. distaces. It appears, therefore, tha under the 0.2 N load the

The most promising experimental results were found in the deformation at the contact interface was pritrily elastich -
case of chromium. It was found that under light loads low d
friction coefficients, about 0. 1 or less, and practically no wear 4 Amayds nod Discsaom
occurred. This was found to be the case even for the thick ox- A
ides for which high friction and wear were found for 2 N. The It has been proposed in the past that low friction and mild

oxidized surfaces appeared to have deformed only elastically wear can be obtained when the oxides are hard and easily
in contrast to the nonoxidized surfaces where plastic deforma- shearable (l, with thicknesses larger than a critical value It 3
tion (plowing) occurred even for very light loads. The to- 41. But easily shearable oxides are soft and thus they cannot
pography of the surfaces after large sliding distances was not resist penetration during sliding. The experimental work of
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It
this investigation has demonstrated on the contrary that oxide
films of any thickness may be effective depending on the nor- F

mal and tangential surface tractions. It has also been argued -t
that the relative hardness of the oxide to the metal substrate
controls the deformation at the oxide-metal interface and thus
the disruption of the protective oxide layer [6, 7, 131. How- iub'.Caft

ever, when the oxide is not ruptured during sliding, the oxide-
oxide contacts deform primarily elastically and the interfacial ' 1 .-. . .

stresses and strains depend on the elastic properties (e.g.,
modulus of elasticity) of the oxide and the metal subsurface, ubSt r a.Is E.
and the thickness of the oxide layer. U

It is evident, therefore, that the friction and wear mech-

anisms associated with oxidized metallic surfaces in lubricated
sliding must be analyzed in terms of the appropriate parame-
ters when the deformation mode of the interfacial contacts is
elastic or plastic.

4.1 Friedom Coeffidet Whe. The Deformadon Mode
Is Ehulc. It is evident from Figs. 8 and 13 that when the oxide Fig. 14 Model of Contlt bowe a slatioan rtgid cylindftcl aety
is not removed, plastic deformation and wear of the sliding a" a Sliding elasti c layered mium
surfaces are virtually insignificant. Under these conditions,
the deformation of the sliding contacts is elastic. The ex-
perimental friction coefficients for this case were in the range and a,, rigidly adhered to an elastic half-space with elastic-
0.1 to 0.2, which are typical of boundary-lubricated surfaces, properties E, and P,, The elastic medium is loaded by an
Moreover, the lubrication regime can also be defined in terms asperity, which is assumed to be rigid and cylindrical. From

of the ratio of the lubricant film thickness to the combined the Herzian solution for homogeneous and isotropic media,
surface roughness, X. For the pin-on-disk geometry the the normal pressure at the asperity contact can be expressed as
minimum and central film thicknesses, A. and A, can be ob-tained as 281 [ (_ .)P1 [I

hw = 3.63RU °-UG 4 9 W- 0 073(I - e-°.0k) (I) ) = PoI/- (3)

AlI-2.69RU 0-6G 05 ' WO0r07(- 0.61 -o.3k) (2) where Po is the maximum pressure along the centerline of the
where, contact (i.e., at r = 0), r is the distance from the centerline and

whereL a is the half width of the contact given by
U- G° G=-yE' W= l,,E'R E'R 2  

0 = 2 [LR(-) 14)
and R is the radius of the pin, qjo is the viscosity at ambient L E I

pressure, v is the sliding velocity, -y is the viscosity-pressure where L is the normal load per unit length (normal to the Xy-
coefficient, L is the normal load, E' is the effective modulus plane), R is the radius of the cylindrical asperity, and E and go,
of elasticity (=E/(l - P2 )), and k is the ellipticity parameter are the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of the half-space.
which is equal to 1.0339 for a sphere on flat type of contact In th. .se of layered media, however, the stresses and
(281. strains .: .e from the Hertzian solution, depending on the

Because the micrographs and surface profdes of the nonox- ratio of •- .lastic moduli of the layer and the substrate, and
idized surfaces have shown plowing and plastic deformation in the ratio -he contact width to the layer thickness [29-321.
all cases, only the lubrication regime of the oxidized metal sur- For moderate values of the ratio of the elastic moduli Gupta
faces needs to be identified. The most likely case for elas- and Waiowat [311, for instance, have proposed that the pres-
tobydrodynamic film lubrication corresponds to the ex- sure at the contact of a cylindrical indenter and a layered
periments conducted with the lightest load (0.02 N) and medium can be approximated fairly accurately as a weighted
highest sliding speed (3.5 cm/s). For these values of L and v, sum of elliptic and parabolic functions, i.e..
and for E = 4.14 x 10"1 N/m 2 and , = 0.25 (which are
typical values for oxides), and R - 3.175 mm (radius of pin), ='o' - l-
the following values of hw and h, were calculated from equa- p 8 3 t a
tions (1) and (2) l -- i

hken =0.0196pm h'0.0346JAm r 2

On the assumption that the roughness values of the pin sur- +4(0- -a) Ij(
faces are the same as the roughness values of the disk surfaces

(Table 2), the estimated film-thickness values for A. and h, where a - ao/a, = P./Po. and a and p, are the actual half
are sigificantly smaller (in most cases by an order of mag- contact width and actual normal pressure at r = 0, respec-
nitude or more) than the combined surface roughness. For ex- tively. It is reasonable to assume moreover that the above
ample, the largest value that the ratio A can assume is 0.49 and solution is also valid when small tangential tractions, typical

is obtained for the roughness value 0.05 am (i.e., combined of boundary lubricated surfaces, are present at the contact
surface roughness of 0.071 iam) and film thickness of 0.0346 interface.
am. It can be concluded, therefore, that X < I and that sliding The friction force will then arise primarily from shearing of
of the elastically deformed oxidized surfaces occurred in the the lubricant film. Thus, if s is the shear strength of the lubri-
boundary lubrication regime, cant film, the friction force per unit length, F, will be

The elastic boundary-lubricated sliding contact can be ideal- F = s dr - 2as (6)
ized as shown in Fig. 14 and expressions for the coefficient of
friction or, more appropriately, the traction ratio can be ob- The normal load per unit length, L, can be expressed as
tained from a Hertzian-type analysis. The figure shows an
elastic layer of uniform thickness, f, and elastic properties E, L - 21op(r) dr (7)
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Substituting the expression for the pressure p(r) from equation 2, 4 and 8 are appropriate for oxide layers and metallic
(5) in equation (7) the normal load L per unit length can be substrates.
written as Moreover, the parameter which primarily controls the mag-

nitude of the coefficient of friction is the ratio s/p. Lower

21/2 s/p ratios can reduce the coefficient of friction to 0.05, or
!! J I (-9 -even less. This suggests that extremely low friction coefficients

a i' could be obtained in boundary lubrication if the contact
- pressure can be increased significantly, but without surface

plastic deformation. Figure 10, for example, shows that the

coefficient of friction of the oxide-covered metal surfaces
assumes relatively lower values when the load, and hence the

(8) contact pressure, was increased. However, in the case of heavy
a Jloads (2 N) the coefficient of friction was high due to plastic

deformation of the surfaces. This is evident from the micro-

and after integration of equation (8) the normal load L is given graphs of the surfaces slid under 2 N.
by The effect of the lubricant shear strength, s, on the coeffi-

cient of friction is equally important. It has been reported that

La-- a (AP. (9) at low pressures the lubricant shear strength is approximately
2 "constant but at high pressures it increases with the pressure in

a roughly proportional manner (33, 34). Rabinowicz has
where p, - Op o argued that the ratio s/p, where p is the hydrostatic pressure,
Then, the coefficient of friction, M = F/L, can be obtained by obtains a value of about 0.1 when p is low and about 0.05
dividing equation (6) with equation (9) as when p is high (341. In view of the proposed range for the 3

4 # 'values that the ratio sip may obtain, the friction curves for
(~-~.- (10) s/pa = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 are also shown in Fig. 15. (Because

of the difficulties associated with integration, it was assumed m
Equation (10) indicates that the coefficient of friction is a that s/p, is of the same order of magnitude as the mean value U

function of the ratio s/p, and the ratio O/cr which accounts for of s/p.) U

the deviation from the Hertzian solution. The parameters C9 A comparison between theoretical coefficients of friction,

and 0, however, depend on the ratio of the layer thickness to as given by equation (10), and experimental friction data is
elastic properties. E, also shown in Fig. 15. The experimental friction coefficients

the half contact width, a, and the es perte (3 1 have been obtained from oxidized aluminum, copper, and U
and E,, a',, of the layer and substrate respectively [311. chromium surfaces at the onset of sliding with light loads

Figure 15 shows several friction curves as a function of the (beowu suN)aie we the ontt cang be lisme toade

dimensionless ratio J1a and for different values of s/p. and (below I N) i.e.. when the contact can be assumed to be U
EIIE Th cuveswer obaind frm euaton 10)andthe elastic. The ratio of the oxide thickness to half contact width

pa/E,. The curves were obtained from equation (10) and the was based on the calculated thickness of the oxides (see Table
parameters a and B from reference 31 for the assumed values 2) and by assuming that the half contact width is I jm, which
of the ratios a and E/E, and for t = a, = 0.25. The figure is reasonable for the size of the asperity contacts. It is evident
shows that the coefficient of friction is almost constant when that the experimental data are fairly well-bounded between the 3

ga < 0.05 and when /a > 2. The friction coefficient theoretical friction curves of s/p. = 0.1 and 0.2. and the
decreases gradually as the ratio /a assumes values in the overall agreement between theoretical and experimental coef-
range 0.05 to 2. When the layer is very thick (i.e., when (1 f ficients of friction is reasonably good. It may be concluded,

S1) or very thin (i.e., when e/a 0.1i) the coefficient of therefore, that when the oxide layers do not deform plastically I
friction attains the assymptotic value, (4/v) (sip,), which or fracture, the contact is primarily elastic and the predom- !
corresponds to the Hertzian solution (a = 0 = i). The effect inant friction mechanism is the shear of the lubricant film.
of the elastic moduli of the layer and substrate is pronounced It must be also emphasized that the above analysis does not
especially when 0.1 < i/a < 1. In this regime the coefficient
of friction decreases as the ratio E,/E, increases. In general, depend on the type of the oxides formed, but only on thethe lasic odui o oxies re eveal imeshiger hanthe elastic properties of the oxide and the metal below, the ratio of
the elastic moduli of oxides are several times higher than the the oxide thickness to the asperity half contact width, the -
moduli of metals. Hence, the curves obtained for E,/E, = i, lubricant shear strength and the pressure at the center of the

contact interface, provided, of course, that the deformation is
elastic.

4.2 The Friction Mechanism When The Deformaton

Mode Is Plastic. The experimental results show that the ox-
idized metal surfaces may deform plastically either at the onset
of sliding or after sliding for a certain distance. Figures 3, 5, 6.
and 9 show plowing and severe plastic deformation of the sur-

E, I faces and partial or complete disruption of the oxide layer.
- . Removal of the oxide layer can be due to different failure

mechanisms. The oxide can be removed due to debonding be-
- ,tween the oxide and the metal. This may take place if the shear

stress at the oxide-metal interface is higher than the shear
. . strength of the interface. In this case, local debonding between

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ the layer and the substrate will initiate plastic deformation and
, .... ., ... consequent disruption of the oxide film. This mechanism oc-

Fly. IS Theaweal MeftU oetfickge corm varous ratio of oxide curs when the oxide is very thin, because the shear stress does U
,,W I W t S ty half C ac w, nd- exWe ntW twtmo not decay sufficiently within the oxide and thus it is high at the
Ie11eIItm of eGudmid alumlinm, oopper, vW chmm oxide-metal interface. However, debonding can also occur
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I
when the oxide is very thick and the interfacial pores (cavities) of sliding, due to the low resistance against penetration of the
promote crack growth. r orous oxides. However, the experimental results of the

The oxide layer can also be disrupted due to plastic defor- present investigation show that under certain conditions even
mation in the substrate. Because the oxides in general are a cracked oxide may not be ruptured. This was indeed found
harder than the metal below, plastic deformation of the sub- to be the case with oxidized chromium surfaces slid under light
strate can occur even if the oxide layer deforms elastically, loads (0.2 N). The coefficient of friction in these experiments
This failure mechanism is more pronounced when the oxide is was about 0. 1 and the wear of the surfaces was extremely low
thin, because of the high stresses produced in the metal sub- (see Fig. 13, for example), perhaps because the low surface
stie, tractions were insufficient to cause delamination or penetra.

It is also essential to emphasize some microstructural as- tion of the oxide.
pects of the oxide, especially the porosity and microcracks. The failure mechanisms of thin and thick oxide layers dis-
The coverage of the oxide on the metal substrate depends on cussed above are schematically shown in Fig. 16. The figure

the oxide-metal volume ratio, known as the Pilling-Bedworth shows failure due to: interfacial debonding, plastic deforma-
ratio 1351, which represents the oxide volume divided by the tion of the substrate, penetration of the layer and substrate
volume of the metal that has been replaced by the oxide. (This plastic deformation, and delamination of a porous and
assumption is valid only if the formation of the oxide takes cracked oxide layer. These failure mechanisms may occur con-

place primarily through an inward migration of oxygen comitantly or separately, depending on the situation. In addi-
through the oxide.) Hence, if the ratio is less than one, the ox- tion, one mechanism may initiate another one as sliding
ide will not cover the entire metal surface and, thus, a discon- advances.
tinuous oxide will form. Alternatively, if the ratio is greater The micrographs of the worn surfaces have shown clearly
than one a continuous oxide forms. The condition for the for- that plowing and plastic deformation of the surfaces occurred
mation of a continuous oxide can be written as when the protective oxide layer was removed. Under these

OXIDE . ,''
or

where Vo,, M,, and P,, are the volume, the molecular weight, * / /
and the density of the oxide respectively, and V,, M,,, and U_
p, are the same rameters of the metal. The parameter 6 is
a stoichiometric ratio. If it is assumed that the oxides
formed are A120 3, CuO, and Cr 20 3 (as quoted in much of the
literature), then the oxide-metal volume ratios are 1.28. 1.78,
and 2.02, respectively; 6 is equal to I in the case of CuO and C'XD 

l

equal to 2 for the case of A120 3 and Cr2O3 . Because the ratios
are greater than one, the criterion set by the relation (I1) is
satisfied. This suggests that oxidation of aluminum, copper, ETAL

and chromium results in the formation of continuous oxide
layers.

Although the condition set by the relation (II) is necessary
for a continuous oxide to form, it is subject to some limita-
ions. For example, if the ratio assumes values larger than two (b)

or higher, the volume of the oxide is larger than the volume of
the oxidized metal. Under these conditions high stresses may 1_4
arise within the oxide. Kofstad (361 has reported that when a OX Ot

critical thickness has been attained fracture of the oxide due to
the internal stresses may occur, resulting in a cracked and

porous oxide microstructure. This was found to be the case in METAL

the present study with copper and chromium oxidized at 673
and 1173 K, respectively (i.e., for the relatively thicker oxides
of the two metals). Moreover, micrographs of the oxidized
surfaces have shown cracking of the oxide layers in the case of c

chromium, i.e., when the Piling-Bedworth ratio assumed the ,
highest value, 2.02. Indeed Figs. 8, 9, and 13 show cracks on
the surfaces of oxidized chromium. ! 7

It is also wel known that solids with internal cracks and 0. IDE
cavities delaminate when normal and tangential tractions are i . . ' .

applied at the interface during sliding. The primary fracture
process of the thick oxides can be associated, therefore, with
crack propagation in the porous oxide structure. The thicker M,.A

oxides will contain more and larger pores than the thinner ox-
ides and, thus, the cracks will propagate faster and from
deeper locations, and finally will link up easily to produce
large oxide flakes. The high friction and severe surface
damage obtained with the thick oxide layers in the present ex-
perimental work can be attributed to the delamination of the Fig. 16 Mechanisms of oxlds lallur due to: (a) InrlalI de hndil(6)1 plastic defoonalon of the Subeinte. Jc) ponatimtion Of sae low
pre-cracked and porous oxides. Moreover, instantaneous d Putonpatic d*#o"tsueitm, &W (da)etain orus aned

penetration of the thick oxides may also occur before the onset wectcndk oxdo layer
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the oxygen partial pressure and the temperature of oxidation, (c) Chromium. The experimental results of Phalnikar et
respectively. From the literature (All the following expres- al. (Al21 for oxidation in air were used in the present study forsions for the above funt tions can be quoted calculating the oxide thickness. For an hour of oxidation the

4t02) - (p021 ]1 2 < n < 8 following equations are obtained

I XTV)-exp(-Q/RT) ln = - 5,641 (-4-) + 12.9 for 773< T< 1073 K (AS)

where Q is the activation energy and R is the gas constant.
Substitution of equations (A2) into equation (AlI) and integra- l~=- ( \+02 fr17<T 23K(9
tion gives the following relationship for the oxide film thick- inj = - 13,003 +20.2 for 1073 < T< 1273 K (A9)

iA x( Assuming a parabolic-type of oxidation law for equations
s(AS) and (A9) the following relations are obtained

where A - C(m + I) Ip02) I" and Cis a constant. E2 =4.S4x l0'exp(-22,400/RT),t for773<T<1073K
(a) Aluminum. In the present study, the experimental re- k = 1.0x 10l 2exp(- S1,500/RT),t for 1073< T< 1273 K

suits reported in references [35, A2-A71 were used f6r the
calculation of the oxide film thickness for an hour of oxida- where the oxide thickness, J, is in am and the time, t, is equal
tion. Thus, the following relationships for the oxide thickness, to 3,600 s.
in the corresponding temperature range, are obtained The magnitudes of the activation energies are in fair agree-

ment with those reported by Gulbransen and Andrew [A131;
o - 1,035(L) +6.5 for T<S53 K (M) the discrepancy may be attributed in part to the effect of the

T-6A oxygen pat) pressure which as different in each study.
Nevetheess th disgremen isnot large and both investiga-

.- 7,688(L . 5 for 573<T< 873 r (AS) tions suggest that a parabolic oxidation rate law is essentially
= -+6 f obeyed between 773 K and 1373 K.
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The Role of Hard Layers in
K. Komopoulos' Lubricated and Dry Sliding

Mem.4SME

Lubricated and dry experiments on titanium and steel surfaces with and without TiNN. Saka sputtered coatings of various thicknesses hale been conducted. The significance of
the layer thickness. interfacial 'friction ". magnitudes of normal and tangential sur-

N. P. Suh face tractions, and the mechanical properties of the layer and of the substrate (e.g.,
elastic modulus and hardness) are critically examined. The conditions under which

Department of Mechanical Enginering. the deformation mode at the solid-solid contacts is elastic or plastic are addressed in
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. light of the experimental evidence and a finite element analysis. It is shown that sur-

Cambridge. MA 02139 faces with very low friction, especially for unlubricated sliding, and practically zero
wear rates can be obtained in both lubricated and dry sliding by coating the surfaces
with sufficiently thick TiN layers. Removal of the protective TiN layer resulted in

plowing, severe damage, and delamination.

1 Introduction
It is well established now that friction and surface damage temperatures and it does not affect even the highest surface

can be minimized if plastic deformation of the material at the finish. Moreover, there is no interface, as with a coating, to
contact interface is prevented. Hard and sufficiently thick suffer debonding. The thickness of the ion implanted layers,
coatings, which can withstand high stresses without plastic however, is limited to 200 nm approximately and thus this pro-
deformation or fracture, are more effective in reducing fric- cess is appropriate only for sliding under light loads. I
tion and wear than soft layers. For instance, unlubricated ex- By contrast, high wear-resistance coatings with good

periments with nickel and copper electroplated with adherence to various substrates and without coating-thickness

chromium, cobalt, rhenium, and rhodium demonstrated that limitations can be obtained by deposition processes such as
the wear coefficients were lower by one to three orders of sputtering, ion plating and reactive evaporation. Indeed. I
magnitude than the wear coefficients of the unplated surfaces aluminum alloys and steel surfaces subjected to rolling and

(1]. Furthermore, chemically and physically vapor-deposited sliding contacts, and cutting tool inserts experienced extremely
hard coatings, such as nitrides, carbides, and oxides, on low wear when coated with a 5 /Am thick TiN layer by
metallic and ceramic substrates have significantly improved magnetron reactive sputtering 113. 141. Similarly, radio- I
the tribological properties of various machine elements and frequency sputter deposition of 4-5 jim thick TiN on high
cutting tools 12-7). High wear-resistance coatings hgve also speed steel cutting tools increased the tool life by a factor of 2
been produced by such nonconventional techniques as laser to 4 151. Also, ion-plated high speed drills with 1.5 ;&m TiN
processing; a laser beam is used to melt a mixture of metallic produced low friction at the chip-tool interface and minimal I
compounds and bind them onto the substrate (81. wear 16). Dry and lubricated experiments with aluminum,

A literature survey has indicated that a variety of techniques titanium and stainless steel surfaces coated with 4-8 jm thick
can be successfully employed to produce surfaces with low TiC and TiN by a reactive evaporation process showed that
friction and minimal wear in sliding. In panicullr, the the coefficient of friction and the surface damage were
beneficial effects of ion implantation on the tribological noticeably lower than the uncoated surfaces (151. In fact. fric-
properties of sliding surfaces have been observed in several tion coefficients of 0. 1 or less were reported for some of the
studies [9-I I]. Ion implantation of pure iron and commercial- dry tests depending on the base material and the deposited
ly pure titanium, for example, has significantly reduced the layer.
coefficient of friction and especially the surface damage (I ll. Although most of the past investigations have provided
The high wear resistance of the implanted surfaces was at- useful information about the significance of hard layers on the
tributed to the hardened layer which lowered the friction force tnbological properties of various materials, the role of such
by minimizing plowing; the low friction, in turn, reduced the critical parameters as the layer thickness, surface tractions and
subsurface delamination and wear. Also, the friction values of the mechanical properties of the layer in relation to those of
the ion implanted titanium were markedly lower than those the substrate, have not been explained adequately. In fact, in
reported for lubricated titanium [121. In comparison with most cases the coating thickness for a certain application was
other surface hardening processes, ion implantation has selected empirically through a trial and error procedure. The
several advantages. It is carried out at relatively low purpose of this study, therefore, is to address these important

issues in light of the experimental evidence and the analyticalaPrestra addries: Deipitmenm of Mechamcil and Industrial Engineenng. results. Moreover, recent studies have indicated that een in
Umvatrry of Illinon a Urbana-Champaugn. Urbana. IL 61SOI

Cocribtrud by the Tribolory Division lot Pubagton in the JovamIA or boundary lubrication the prevailing friction and wear
TawLoo. Manuscript received by the Tnboiogy Division. June 30. 1986 mechanisms are due to plowing and plastic deformation of the I
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I
material near the interface 116, 171. Hence, another aim of this 240 V (bias voltage) was applied to the specimens for cleaning
work is to show that surfaces with very low friction and vir- the deposited TiN from N2 which was not combined with Ti to
tually zero wear can be obtained under certain conditions in synthesize TiN. The bias voltage applied to the target was
both lubricated and dry sliding. 2,750 V.

After deposition for 15 min, the flat surface was tilted again
2 Experimenul Procedures by 120 degrees and the system was cooled down for 15 min.

Then the specimens were brought again below the target and
2.1 Materials sad Lubrlcat. Pure titanium (99.7 per- deposition was continued for 15 min before cooling again until

cent) and AISI 1095 steel were chosen for this investigation, the necessary time for deposition was completed. TheI The primary reason for this choice was the significance of the temperature of the specimens during deposition was less than
friction and wear properties of these metals in many sliding 473 K. This temperature rise was due to the applied voltage
applications. A mineral oil, which was rich in naphthenic (240 V) and the bombardment of the surfaces with TiN and
hydrocarbons, was used in the lubricated experiments. The primarily with free electrons from the titanium target. After
density of the mineral oil at 298 K was 0.886 g/cm3 and the coating, the samples were tilted again by 120 degrees, thekinematic viscosity at 310 and 372 K was 74 and II cSt, power and the bias voltage were turned off and the mixture ofrespectively. N2 and Ar gas was pumped out. Then dry N2 was admitted in-

2.2 Sample IPrepado.. The disk and pin samples were to the system, the pressure was equalized to that of the at-
obtained from pure titanium, and AISI 1095 steel rods. The mosphere and the system was left to cool down for 15-20 an
disks were 2.54 cm in diameter, and the pins were 0.635 cm bfe r emo the pec ims
with hemispherically shaped tips of the same diameter. After The thicknesses of the TiN films after deposition times of
cutting and machining, the titanium disks were polished with 5,e7.5, and 0.75 N were estimated to be i 0.1i and 0.0 wm,
240 and 600 grit SiC abrasive paper in water. Then the disks respectively. Nevertheless, the actual film thickness was
and the pins were polished with 0.3 um a-alumina, cleaned measured with a profilometer as follows. A piece of smooth
with warm water and soap, and further polished with 0.05 um glass was loaded on the flat surface together with the
7y-alumina to a very smooth surface finish. The steel disk and specimens to be coated. A small piece of Si was placed on the

pin specimens were first polished with 120. 240. and 500 grit glass surface to prevent deposition of TiN on the area

abrasive cloth and oil. The samples were then cleaned and underneath. After coating, the Si piece was removed and the
polished with 600 grit SiC abrasive paper in water. Finally. the film thickness was measured by obtaining profiles perpen-

steel samples were polished with 0.3 im a-alumina and 0.05 dicular to the perimeter of the uncoated glass surface. The

,am -/-alumina to obtain a smooth surface finish. Examination measured thicknesses for deposition for 75, 7.5. and 0.75 min

of the polished titanium and steel specimens with an optical were 0.8, 0.2. and 0.02 gm. respectively. The coatings pro-

microscope did not show any embedded SiC or A120, par- duced were golden yellow in color. Microhardness
titles on the surfaces. After polishing with alumina the measurements with a Knoop indenter (load 0.Z45 N (25 g)) of
samples were cleaned with soap and warm water, rinsed with titanium and steel coated with 0.8 pim TiN yielded a mean

methanol, dried in air, and stored in a desiccator with CaSO, value of 20,594 MPa (2,100 kg/mm,).
at room temperature. Before each experiment the samples 2.4 Experimental Details. A pin-on-disk tester was used
were again rinsed with isopropyl alcohol ani dried in air. to conduct the experiments. The disk was mounted on a plate

The hardnesses of the polished titanium an. steel specimens which was rotated at 4.5 rad/s and the pin was held stationarywere found to be 3,030 MPa (309 kg/mm") and 3,501 MPa in a holder. The holder was attached to a rigid arm via a flexi-(357 kg/mm2 ), respectively. ble ring on which four strain gages were mounted. The tangen-

2.3 Codadll Procedures. Reactive Sputtered Deposition tial (friction) force was measured continuously by the strain
was used to coat TiN on the specimens. The polished and gages and a recorder which was balanced and calibrated
cleaned titanium and steel specimens were loaded on a flat sur- before each test. Other details of the experimental apparatus
face, 15.24 cm in diameter, inside a vacuum system. A high are given in reference 116).
purity titanium target (99.99 percent) of the same diameter The normal load was in the range 0.02 to 2 N. and the
was centered above the flat surface and parallel to the surfaces sliding distance was between 0.02 and 100 m. The sliding speed

to be coated. The distance between the specimens and the was kept low, between 0.87 and 3.53 cm/s, to avoid
target was 4.5 cm and the specimens were placed within a cir- hydrodynamic effects due to high speeds. All experiments
tce 7.6 cm in diameter. were conducted at room temperature (294 to 298 K) with iden-

The chamber was initially evacuated to a pressure of tical metal pairs and relative humidity 26 to 58 percent.
6.6x 10-7 Tort and a high purity argon gas (99.995 percent) The wear tracks of the tested samples were observed in a
was admitted at a flow rate of 36.5 cm3/Min. The pressure in Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Characteristic
the chamber was l0x 10-3 Toff for the deposition of the micrographs for each material combination were obtained. An

thicker TiN coatings and 16 x 10- 3 Torr for the others. To ob- Energy Dispersive X-ray Analyzer (EDAX) was also used to
tain good adhesion between the substrate and TiN films the check whether the AISI 1095 steel substrate was exposed dur-
substrates were lightly sputter etched with argon to remove ing the tests with 0.8 Mm thick TiN coatings.
any surface contaminants and particularly any native oxides.
The specimens were sputtered for 30 s at 50 W, and the 3 Epetmentil Results
titanium target for 20 min at 500 W. The titanium target was
then sputtered for I min with argon at 500 W to produce a thin 3.1 FrIctlos. The friction coefficients of lubricated
titanium layer, 10-20 am, on the specimens. The flat surface titanium surfaces, with and without TiN coatings, slid on
was tilted by 120 degrees and a mixture of nitrogen and argon themselves are shown in Fig. 1. Figure I(a) shows the friction
(26% N2 and 74% Ar) at 10 x 10- I Tort was admitted into the curves of titanium substrates coated with 0.8 Am thick TiN
system at a flow rate of 8.6 cm) /min. The power was then in- layers. The coefficient of friction assumed a value of 0.09 with
creased to 900 W and the system was left to attain a steady the initiation of sliding and then it remained constant. The
state for about 10 main. Then, the flat surface was brought friction coefficient was the same even for sliding distances of
back to the initial position (i.e., parallel to the target), the 150 to 200 m. Almost identical friction values were obtainedpower was raised to950 W (5.2 W/cm2) and deposition of TiN for normal loads of 0.2 and 2 N.on the surfaces was initiated. During deposition a voltage of Figure l(b) shows the friction data of lubricated titanium
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Fig. 1 Ffiction oefficienit versus sliding distance for titanium coated
wlth: (a) 0.8 pm. (6) 0.2 pm, and (c) 0.02 pm TIN layers; and (d) for un-
coaltd titanium. (Lubricated expriments wilth Identical surfaces.)

with 0.2 Am TiN coatings. The figure shows several friction 0 7r
curves for different loads. A comparison between Figs. I (a) z I T;TANIUM
and 1(b) indicates that for loads less than or equal to I N, the o 61- - -UNCOATED -

- COATED W TH 08,m TN
friction values corresponding to the 0.2 Am TiN coatings are U i -
only slightly higher than those of the 0.8 Am TiN coatings. M o 5- "
However, for relatively heavier loads (e.g., 1.5 N) the coeffi-

cient of friction of 0.2 Am TiN increased from an initial value o 4,-
of 0. 11 to a steady-state value of 0.46. This marked increase in 0 I oN -

friction did not occur, however, when the TiN layer was 0.8 z 0 3- 02NN- "
pm thick even for 2 N (Fig. 1(a)). -

Friction coefficient data for titanium with 0.02 pm thick - o 2L -

TiN layers are presented in Fig. I(c). An increase of the coeffi- t" 0"- - -V 7
cient of friction from an initial value of about 0.2 to a value in Wo r -

the range 0.55 to 0.65 is evident, even for lighter loads (0.02 u
and 0.05 N). Much higher friction coefficients resulted when 0o
titanium surfaces were slid on themselves. In this case, 01 1 10 ,o
however, in contrast to the 0.02 pm TiN coated surfaces, the SLIDING DISTANCE, m
transition from low to high friction was very abrupt. Figure Fig. 2 Foleto coffliclen Versus sliding dietance for uncoated and
l(d) shows that large friction values. 0.45 to 0.55, have 0.8 Am TIN.Cted tItanium. (Unlubrfltad experets with ontc
resulted from sliding lubricated titanium on itself for short sa )

disances, less than I m. These steady-state high friction values produced for both coated and uncoated titanium surfaces. But
for lubricated titanium are similar to those reported in the as sliding continued, the coefficient of friction of the uncoated
literature 112). titanium increased rapidly to values larger than 0.45 when a

In order to investigate friction and wear of TiN-coated steady-state value was assumed. The transition from low to
titanium surfaces in dry sliding, unlubricated experiments with high friction was abrupt when the load was 2 N and gradual
0.8 pm thick TiN coatings deposited on titanium were con- when it was 0.2 N. It is interesting to note, moreover, thati
ducted. The friction coefficient curves for 0.2 and 2 N normal lower friction for significant sliding distances was produced
loads are plotted in Fig. 2. Friction curves from unlubricated with 0.8 Am thick TiN layers. The friction data for a load of
titanium for the same loads are also shown for comparison. 2 N in Fig. 2 show that friction coefficients about 0.16 were
Low friction coefficients, between 0.1 and 0.2. were initially obtained for sliding distances less than 15 m. Thereafter the
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AISI 095
i o-to the lower steady-state friction of the lubricated AISI 1095
3 . -= steel surfaces as opposed to the higher steady-state friction of

-- _-_--_-_ .lubricated titanium (Fig. I(d)). Indeed, Fig. 3(d) shows that
the coefficient of friction of lubricated AISI 1095 steel assum-
ed initially a value between 0.12 and 0.2, and a steady-state
value of 0.12, for loads equal to 0.05, 0.2, and 2 N. TheseI 5 .G s--Nc .. values of the coefficient of friction are significantly lower than

Fig. 3 Friction mctflc'nt versus sliding distance #of AISI 1095 steel the steady-state friction coefficient of lubricated titanium.
coated with: (a) 0.1 pm. tao 0.2 pm, and (c) 0.02 aim TIN layers; and (d) for As with titanium, unlubricated experiments on steel with 0.8
uncoated AII 108I steel. (Lubricated experiments with Identical
eeafcooe.) ;m TiN have been conducted and the friction coefficients are

shown in Fig. 4, together with the curves of uncoz ted steel sur-
faces. It is evident that a transition from a relatvely low to a

friction coefficient increased gradually and assumed eventual- high friction regime resulted in this case. The initial friction
ly a steady-state value equal to 0.57. Furthermore, the bottom coefficient of the coated steel surfaces was about 0.15.
curve of Fig. 2 demonstrates that a constant friction coeffi- However, as sliding continued, it assumed higher values even-
cient of 0.15 may result even for large sliding distances when tually. In particular, when the load was 2 N, the coefficient of
the load is 0.2 N. friction increased after sliding for about 4 m to a steady-state

Figures I and 2 demonstrate that the friction force between value of 0.6. For the 0.2 N load, the transition from low to
titanium surfaces can be maintained low, when the surfaces high friction was initiated after 7 m of sliding, but the increase
are coated with sufficiently thick TiN layers. The experimental was gradual and the friction values produced were quite lower
data show that the unlubricated friction values are higher by a than those obtained with a load of 2 N after the transition, for
factor of two than the corresponding lubricated values, but the range of sliding distances examined. The friction curves of
they are very low for unlubricated sliding between similar sur- the uncoated steel surfaces (Fig. 4) indicate that initially low
faces. In addition, the results have shown that lubrication af- friction, about 0.16, resulted when the load was 0.2 N, butfects the transition from low to high friction significantly after 2 m of sliding it increased to a steady-state value of 0.5.
(e.g., friction curves for 2 N in Figs. l(a) and 2 for coated When the load was 2 N, however, high friction resulted with
titanium). Hence, when the sliding interface is lubricated the the onset of sliding (higher than 0.3) and the steady-state value
loads for which low friction is obtained are higher than the was 0.5. The experimental results of Figs. 2 and 4 clearly in-
corresponding loads for unlubricated interfaces. dicate that when titanium and steel surfaces are coated with

Friction data of lubricated AISI 1095 steel, with and 0.8 pm thick TiN layers remarkably low (especially for
without TiN coatings, are shown in Fig. 3. Friction curves of unlubricated sliding between similar surfaces) friction coeffi-
steel substrates with 0 .8 um TiN layers are plotted in Fij. 3(a). cients, about 0.15, may be obtained.
The values that the coefficient of friction assumes are in the
range 0. 1 to 0. 12, i.e., slightly higher than those of Fig. I(a). 3.2 Wear. The tested specimens were observed in a scan-
But, the friction curves for 0.2 and 2 N are very close. ning electron microscope and several characteristic

The coefficient of friction of steel surfaces coated with 0.2 micrographs of the surfaces were obtained. It was found that
and 0.02 pum thick TiN are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). unlike the uncoated surfaces the TiN-coated surfaces for
respectively. A comparison of Figs. 3(a), 3(b). and 3(c) in- which low friction was maintained did not deform plastically.
dicates that the friction force increases when the thickness of The surfaces coated with 0.8 pm TiN did not show any
the TIN layer is decreased. For example, the coefficients of evidence of plastic deformation even for normal loads of 2 N
friction of the 0.2 and 0.02 pm TiN coatings were in the range when lubricated. Examination of these surfaces at high
0.09 to 0.19 and 0.13 to 0.29, respectively, i.e., higher than the magnifications did not reveal any change in the initial
values obtained with the 0.8 pm TiN coatings. Nevertheless, a surface topography even after sliding for ISO to 200 m. The
transition from low to markedly high friction, such as that tested surfaces were found to be smooth and shiny just as the
shown in Figs. 1(b) and I(c) for instance, was not observed for coated surfaces. However, plowing and severe plastic defor-
the TiN coated steel. In fact, a gradual increase of friction mation of the sliding interfaces, like the uncoated surfaces, oc-
with the distance slid has taken place (e.g., Fig. 3(b)). The curred when the coefficient of friction was high.
primary reason for this discrepancy between titanium and steel Characteristic micrographs of the steel surfi -es coated with
substrates coated with identical TiN layers may be attributed 0.8 pm TiN from lubricated experiments are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fg. 4 Patch, ich In Iron, on AlI 1065 sleet coated with 0.8 pm TIN.
(The suriae was coated with a thin gold fayer, about 0.01 pm, before
observation for bette resolutlon.)

Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis of the surfaces did not show -oL-

that the disk and pin surfaces deformed primarily elastically.

Similar observations were made for titanium substrates. .

Micrographs of the 0.8 #sm TiN-coated titanium and steel sur-
faces obtained before sliding showed identical surface
topographies with those in Fig. 5. Examination of the TiN-

coated titanium and steel surfaces showed that the 0.8 gm TiN
layers were discontinuous. Small patches, rich in iron, where
TiN was not successfully deposited were identified on the
coated steel surfaces (Fig. 6). These patches may have resulted

from material deformation due to the thermal stresses pro-
duced during deposition. The bright marks on the surfaces m
shown in Fig. 5 are patches similar to those of Fig. 6. Never- P1. I werackl of lubi cted titanium coated with 0.02 .m TIN (&)
thekss, the friction coefficients were low and the wear rates d a.n0 (c) wea sheets on the disk surface, and (d) pin (load

were virtually zero.
Insignificant wear rates were also obtained after sliding

titanium and steel substrates with 0.02 um TiN coatings on Figure 7 (bottom row), for example, shows that plowing and
themselves with loads less than I N. Figure 7 shows some extensive plastic deformation of the surfaces resulted when the
characteristic surface topographies obtained from lubricated load was 1.2 N. although the distance slid was stgnificantly
experiments with titanium coated with 0.2 1m TiN. When the less than the former cases (Figs. 7(a) through 7(e)). Relatiely
load was 0.02 N the wear of the surfaces was practically in- large wear sheets were found on the wear tracks of the disk
significant (Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)). For heavier loads, 0.5 N. the and pin surfaces. Figure 7(h), for example. shows some typical
disk surface was slightly polished (burnished, as shown in wear sheets on the pin surface. It is evident that in this :ase the
Fig. 7(c), and the pin surface was slightly deformed (Figs. 7(d) protective TiN layer was ruptured resulting in high wear rates
and 7(e)). However, when the load was larger than I N. plow- similar to the uncoated titanium surfaces. Furthermore, the
ing and severe surface damage of both surfaces occurred. friction coefficient was about 0.46 which is t, pical for
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lubricated titanium surfaces slid on themselves (see Fit. 1(d)). observed, especially for large sliding distances. Again, the
Similar observations were made for steel coated with 0.2 jm wear rate in both cases was negligible. Similar observations
TiN when the load was increased. were made for loads of 2 N for short sliding distances (i.e.,
Surface damage and plowing occurred when the thickness when the coefficient of friction was below 0.2). For sliding

of the TiN coating was 0.02am, even for light loads (0.02 N). distances larger than 10 m, however, severe plowing and
In fact, it was found that plowing grooves were formed on the damage of the surfaces occurred, as with the uncoated sur-
surfaces at the onset of sliding, probably due to rapid rupture faces for which plastic deformation was observed with the

and removal of the thin TiN layer. The micrographs were initiation of sliding even for 0.02 N. Figure 10 shows the wear
Isiailar to those obtained from lubricated titanium and steel tracks of titanium surfaces coated with 0.8 pn TiN after the
surfaces slid on themselves. Delamination wear sheets were transition of the coefficient of friction from low to high
observed on titanium coated with 0.02 pm TiN even for loads values. It is clear that the surfaces have deformed plastically
of 0.02 N. Figure 8 shows the disk and pin surfaces of titanium and large delamination wear sheets have formed on the sur.
with 0.02 pas TIN coating after sliding for 37.8 m with a load faces (Figs. 10(b) and 10(d)). The micrographs obtained from
of 0.05 N. Both surfaces have been severely damaged and TiN-coated steel surfaces when the friction coefficient was
material lift off (wear sheets) can be observed especially on the high showed extensive plowing of both surfaces. A corn.
disk surface (Fits. 8(b) and 8(c)). Figure 9 shows the wear parison of the wear tracks of the TiN-coated and uncoated
tracks of steel disk and pin surfaces coated with 0.02 pm TiN surfaces showed similar surface topographies when the coeffi.
after 43 m of sliding with 0.05 N. Plowing grooves have form- cient of friction was high. It may be concluded, therefore, that
ed on both surfaces. The micrographs have indicated that rupture of the protective TiN layer, especially when the load
when the substrate material was titanium, plowing and plastic was 2 N, after sliding for a certain distance resulted in high
deformation were more severe than when the substrate wear rates similar to those of the uncoated surfaces.
material was steel. This may be attributed to the significantly
higher friction coefficient of lubricated titanium which 4 Analysis and Discussion
resulted in high tangential surface tractions and thus high wear The experimental results of this study demonstrate that low
rates.

Micrographs of titanium and steel surfaces, with and friction (especially in dry sliding) and practically zero wear can
without 0.8 pm TiN coatings, from unlubricated experiments be obtained when metallic surfaces are coated with sufficiently
were also obtained. When the load was 0.2 N the surface thick TiN layers. The micrographs of the tested surfaces have

topography of the TiN-coated titanium surfaces remained shown that the deformation at the sliding centacts is primarily
smooth and shiny as it was before sliding. When the substrate elastic when the TiN layers were not ruptured. In addition, the
was of steel, however, burnishing and very fine grooves were layer thickness, surface tractions (both normal and tangential)

and interfacial "friction" conditions (i.e., lubricated or dry
interfaces), were found to affect the efficacy of the TiN-
coated surfaces in reducing friction and minimizing surface
damage. The experimental evidence has indicated that the
same surface topography and low friction coefficients can be
obtained even for large sliding distances, provided that plastic
deformation or fracture of the coated surfaces is prevented.
The state of stresses generated at the solid-solid contacts then
is of especial interest.

Analytical solutions for infinite half-space media subjected
to normal and tangential surface tractions are well known 118,191. The stress field within an isotropic and homogeneous in-

* finite half-space due to a sliding line contact was obtained long
FI 9 Wow bnek of huswcatsM AM lM sow eoae woi 0.02 Im ago by Smith and Liu [20), and for a circular sliding contact
TIN: ) (i ndS) pin (loda0.06 N, distwo eIM 4 ). with hemispherically distributed normal and tangential trac-I
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tions by Hamilton and Goodman [21, 221. The problem of an finite element analyses. Moreover, the present analysis ac-
elliptical contact with elliptically distributed tractions was counts for interfacial friction; a "friction coefficient" value is
analyzed by Sackfield and Hills (23. 241, and recently Bryant assigned to the in erface elements which, in turn, is used for I
and Keer 1251 have extended the work of Hamilton and Good- the calculation of the shear tractions at the interface by
man for the general case of an elliptical contact with sticking multiplying the contact normal stress at each node with the
within the contact region. The literature of contact mechanics preassigned friction value.
between non-conforming surfaces is recently reviewed by The layered half-space is modeled by assuming different
Johnson 1261. The main conclusion of these studies is that the elastic properties to the elements of the top rows of the finite
maximum value of the von Mises stress moves toward the sur- element mesh. The rigid cylinder was modeled with a circle,
face as the friction coefficient is increased, initially tangent to the half space at 0, with 28.1 Asm radius.

In the case of thin elastic layers on half-space substrates, the The total number of nodes was 1148 and the smallest dimen-
derivation of analytical expressions leads to serious dif- sions of the mesh in the x- and y-directions are of I and 0.5 I
frculties. The problem of a thin layer on a rigid substrate has gm, respectively. A 3 x 3 integration scheme was used for the
been analyzed by Hannah (271, but only the numerical results 8-node elements.
for the contact pressure were obtained. General solutions to Sliding was simulated by imposing 0.5 prm incremental up-
the contact problem of semi-infinite and layered media were ward displacements to the nodes of boundary BC followed by I
derived by Sneddon [281 in terms of Fourier Integral Trans- 0.5 gm incremental horizontal displacements to the nodes of
forms. However, solution of these integrals requires elaborate boundary AB. In order to compare the stresses developed by
numerical computations. Nevertheless, numerical results for a the same surface tractions within the half-space and layered
thin layer rigidly adhered to an elastic substrate subjected to media, the mesh of the layered surface was moved upwards i
surface tractions have shown a rapid decay of the stresses until the maximum contact pressure assumed a value similar to

within the layer, when the ratio of the elastic moduli of the that obtained for the half-space, but for 0.5 gm vertical
layer and the substrate is larger than one and the layer is suffi- displacements. For the vertical displacement of the mesh, only
ciently thick (29, 301. Furthermore, approximate numerical the center node of boundary BC was constrained against I
solutions obtained by Gupta and Walowit [311 to the contact lateral displacement. The rest of the nodes on BC were allow-
problem of a layered elastic solid indented by an elastic ed to move along the x-direction to account for the Poisson's
cylinder have demonstrated that under certain conditions the effect. The analysis is based on the general purpose finite ele-
solution is non-Hertzian. The complex analytical expressions ment code ABAQUS. Numerical results are presented for the I
for the stress field within layered solids, and the tedious area below the contact (detail aOO'a' in Fig. II). For simplici-
numerical computations for solution, call for different type of ty, a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 was assumed in all cases.
analyses. Numerical techniques, such as finite element 4.2 Analytical Results. The Mises equivalent stress con-
methods, are therefore more appropriate. tours of a penetrated elastic half-space with interfacial "fric-

4.1 The Finlte Element Model. Under the usual plane- tion" coefficients j,=0, 0.1 and 0.5 and ratio of penetration
strain assumption, sliding at the solid-solid contact can be depth to radius of rigid cylinder dlR=0.0178 are shown in
simulated by a rigid circular cylinder pressed against and Figs. 12(a)-12(c). Moreover, Fig. 12(d) shows the Mises stress
traversed on an infinite half-space. Figure I I shows the finite contours of a penetrated elastic layered surface with u = 0.1. 
element mesh of the elastic half-space. The mesh is refined at d/R = 0.0089. elastic modulus ratio of layer to substrate
the center where contact with the rigid cylinder at point 0 is EI/E, =4. and ratio of layer thickness to cylinder radius
established initially. The finite element mesh consists of 326 h/R = 0.142. The elastic modulus ratio value of 4 is* ap-
quadrilateral 8-node isoparametric elements and 30 interface propriate for hard layers such as TiN and metallic substrates. I
elements which are used to detect contact between a nodal The interface between the layer and the substrate is
point on -ry' and the rigid surface. Thus, the solution does not represented by the horizontal line in Fig. 12(d). Because of
depend on the assumed distribution of the surface tractions or symmetry, the stress contours within half of the region
the displacements at the contact, unlike most of the previous ad8"a' are shown in Fig. 12. In order to compare the stresses I

below the contact due to penetration by a rigid cylinder loaded
with the same load, the above values of dIR were assumed so

A that the resultant normal force was approximately the same ini i ' ,,w, ] ; 'i all came.

Figure 12(a) shows that for a frictionless interface yielding

I ! - - ,.,

I I 4 - -, I

C 7

WS', E uv S"QESI I I
I o

F,[N TE ELEMiENT IIE FIg. 12 Mh1ee allenct nlo 's due to penetration of a half-
spa e eawlooWell O.0170, fo (ei =1O (6) p =0.1 and (c) p =1O.S) and

I. I Fin,,esenmnt mesh tor t , elastic hal,.ace and layered Id Ps Itt oftf eta layered stece (dIfR a0.00111. ,0.t. 01,E, -lend
Surace Wil R 0.1424. (Stresses we In OPf.)
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I
layers deposited on titanium and steel, the yield strength of the

,/' -"\ C' 2  layer is about an order of magnitude higher than the yield
AN ES ,wv S."\\ strergth of the substrate. Thus, the deformation mode will be

2"~ 03 elastic provided that the thickness of the layer is sufficient (or
30 the stresses to decrease to such magnitudes that yielding in the

/ substrate will vanish./ su
Under sliding conditions the stresses below the contact in-

s9 Z / crease due to the generated tangential surface tractions,
especially when the interfacial friction is high. Figure 13 shows
the Mises equivat stress contours produced from penetra-
tion and then slidii., of the rigid surface over a half-space withI Oand without a hard layer. The analysis has shown that in all
cases the stresses assumed a steady-state after a 0.5 Am
horizontal displacement of the nodes on AB. Figure 13(a)
shows that when 0. 1 the Mises stress contours are almost

IsEs EQUI STRESS 17 identical with those obtained after penetration (Fig. 12(b)).
20 / This implies that the elastic stress field does not change
I 0 noticeably when the coefficient of friction is 0. 1 or less. in ac-
, 2 o /cord with previous analytical studies. Nevertheless, as Fig.T ,30/ 13(b) shows, when g = 0.5 the stresses are by a factor of 2 ap-

0 • proximately higher than the stresses obtained for u =0. 1.

Moreover, the locus of the Mises stress with the highest value
I___ - _. has reached the surface. Consequently, when j = 0.5 yielding

b should initiate at the surface near the center of contact.
Figures 13(c) and 13(d) show the Mises stress contours in alayered surface for the case that IA = 0. 1 and ErIE = 4. The

ratio dIR was set equal to 0.0142 and 0.0089 in Figs. 13(c) and
15s Ei, STAESS 00 13(d), respectively, in order for the resultant normal force to

2 06 be the same with that of the solutions in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b).
4 t- Again, the horizontal lines intersecting the stress contours
5 2 4 represent the layer-substrate interface. The solutions of Figs.
6 30
S36 ,.13(c) and 13(d) represent cases of relatively thin
S48 (hR = 0.0356) and thick (h/R = 0. 142) hard layers deposited

on the same substrate and loaded with similar loads.
It is evident from Fig. 13(c) that high stresses have

developed in the layer near the contact surface. However. a
comparison with Fig. 13(a) clearly shows that the Mises stress

" at and below the interface of the layer and the substrate
assumed similar values in both cases, apparently because of

,LEV SRS the insufficient layer-thickness. Accordingly, the disruption of
I oc '00 c!=r the 0.02 and 0.2 Am thick TiN layers can be attributed to2 o 03 >-. -- ' " ' of t e m t ln a h

2 0£ - plastic deformation of the metal substrate near the interface.
4 09 where the criterion of yielding will be satisfied. By contrast.
5 S when the layer is sufficiently thick, Fig. 13(d). the stresses can

2 , ' be markedly reduced within the hard layer and thus, yielding
9 24 /

'2 4 in the substrate can be prevented. Under these conditions.
, o30 _ both the layer and the substrate will deform elastically. In view

of the results of Fig. 13(d), the experimental evidence ac-

Pig. 13 MISS@ equ n I~i sras seurs after pecetra hn d eslidg cording to which the topography of the 0.8 Mm TiN-coated

ofa Miic suface (s -. 017 M, Mr (*I s w k I &W isldn& surfaces was the same as before the initiation of sliding can be
1e011" aind eldi of a layered SiMeS (m0-0.1. EN j 4, far. (e) explained. That is, the 0.8Mum thickness of the TiN layers was
EWl-0.0 1 Nlt/IC.0.031.mLUSUM..W.m@.101.0Watn.e, sufficient, for the applied surface tractions, to reduce the
In OP.) stresses in the substrate and, consequently, to eliminate

yielding at and below the layer'substrate interface.
will initiate below the surface where the Mises equivalent stress Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate the significance of the layer
assumes a maximum. Yielding will still initiate below the sur- thickness, the magnitude of the surface tractions (normal and
face when the interfacial friction is low (Fig. 12(b)). However, tangential) and the interfacial friction on the stresses below the
in this case Mises stresses with higher magnitudes than the fric- contact interface. Moreover, the experimental work has
tionless case have arisen near at the interface. The maximum shown that the TiN layers minimized the plowing component
value of the Mises stress occur closer to the surface as the fric- of friction resulting, thus, in coefficients of friction in the
don at the interface is further increased (Fig. 12(c)). Under range 0.1 toO. IS for both lubricated and dry sliding. The hard
these frictional conditions yielding may initiate at the contact layer in this particular case, therefore, not only reduces the
interface. Figure 12(d), however, indicates that yielding can be stresses in the substrate but it also lowers the magnitude of the
made to vanish when a hard layer is rigidly adhered to the frictional tractions. A comparison of the stress fields in Figs.
substrate. In this case, the Mises equivalent stress assumes the 12(c), 12(d), 13(b) and 13(d) clearly shows how significant this
highest value in the layer which has a yield strength could be for the magnitude of the stresses experienced by the
significantly higher than the substrate and thus, it can deform substrate. Thus, the interfacial friction (i.e., the magnitude of
elastically. Furthermore, a comparison of 'igs. 12(b) and the interfacial shear stress which may be related to the om-
12(d) clearly shows that the surface hard layer has resulted in position of the materials and the lubricant) plays a significant
lower stresses in the substrate. In the particular case of TiN role on the magnitude of the stresses produced below the
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3 WEAR OF BOUNDARY-LUBRICATED METAL SURFACES
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Summary

In the past, the friction and wear of boundary-lubricated metallic
surfaces were attributed to adhesion and shearing of lubricants. However,
examination of the friction and wear of pure metals lubricated with mineral
oil indicates that while the friction coefficient was typical of the values
obtained in boundary-lubricated sliding, the predominant wear mechanism
was an abrasive-type mechanism. Scanning electron microscopy and surface
profilometry revealed many ploughing grooves on the surfaces. These results
indicate that the ploughing mechanism may be the predominant factor in
controlling friction and wear of boundary-lubricated surfaces. On the basis
of slip line field analysis and surface topography statistics an approximate
expression for the wear coefficient was derived. It was found that the wear
coefficient depends on the sharpness of the surface asperities (or the entrap-
ped wear debris), the interfacial "friction" and the extent of the plastically3 deformed zone below the surface.

1. Introduction

Wear in boundary lubrication attracted the attention of many investiga-
tors in the past and numerous reviews of lubricated wear appeared in the
literature 11 - 4). Most of the investigations, however, focused on the reduc-
tion of friction and wear, and little effort was devoted to identify the primary
wear mechanism or mechanisms by which boundary-lubricated surfaces wear.

Consequently, although many of the published results provide valuable
information about the friction and wear of specific materials, a consistent
theory for boundary-lubricated wear has not been developed yet.

One of the earliest empirical relations for wear in boundary lubrication
was obtained by Burwell and Strang (51 who slid high carbon steel on
hardened steel in purified hexadecane. The experimental results of their
study showed that the amount of wear was proportional to the distance slid£ and the normal load, and was independent of the apparent area of contact.
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However, for normal pressures larger than one.third of the hardness of the
softer material wear increased rapidly.

Rabinowicz [6, 71 has proposed that adhesive wear prevails even in
boundary lubrication. Surface asperities were assumed to penetrate through
the lubricant film during sliding,. forming junctions similar to those formed I
during unlubricated sliding and resulting in wear particle formation [8]. On
the basis of an asperity junction model for wear, Rabinowicz has shown that
the ratio of the lubricated wear rate to the unlubricated wear rate is equal to
63/2, where 6 is a non-dimensional parameter defined by Bowden et aL. (91
and Bowden and Tabor [101 as 6 = Am/A, with Am and A representing the
metal-metal contact area and the real area of contact respectively.

Rowe [11] suggested that wear particles in boundary lubrication are
formed at the metal-metal contacts by an adhesion process similar to that
proposed by Archard for dry sliding wear- [81, and the actual normal load
acting through the metallic contacts was assumed to be equal to 6L, where L
is the total normal load. Rowe proposed that the heat of adsorption is the
most critical parameter that controls the magnitude of &. He assumed that

Dr° exp -- -

U RT

where Dm is the diameter of the adsorbed molecule. U is the sliding velocity,
ro is the frequency of vibration of the adsorbed molecule, E is the heat of
adsorption, R is the molar gas constant and T is the absolute temperature of
the surface film. However, this assumption is unrealistic because it assumes
that & and hence the coefficient of friction, which is a function of d 1101, I
depend on the sliding velocity. This argument is in complete disagreement
with the experimental evidence according to which the coefficient of friction
of boundary-lubricated surfaces is independent of the sliding velocity. I

In recent years some important objections to the adhesive wear
mechanism and its contribution to wear in boundary lubrication have been
raised. It has been suggested that for typical boundary-lubricated conditions
weak adhesion between the asperity junctions is expected and, therefore, I
adhesion cannot be the prevailing wear mechanism [121. Indeed, recent
work on boundary lubrication demonstrated that ploughing of the sliding
surfaces occurred at the onset of sliding and that adhesion had a secondary
effect 1131. Furthermore, expenments conducted on steels of different
microstructures indicated that the hardness alone cannot be used as a measure
of wear and that the microstructure has also a significant effect on the wear
resistance 1141. In a recent investigation Jahanmir [151 observed that in
boundary lubrication wear particles, ranging in size from 1 to 15 gm, are
formed primarily by surface deformation, ploughing and delamination of the
subsurface. However, under boundary.lubricated conditions, when the surface
tractions are too small, crack propagation cannot occur. In this case, as Suh
1161 has argued, the wear process due to delamination of the subsurface will
be extremely slow and the wear rate will be controlled by the rate of crack
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nucleation. Thus a wear particle will form only when a large number of
cracks have already been nucleated so that they can link up easily even
though the friction coefficient between boundary-lubricated surfaces is low.

Heilman et al. [17] studied the formation of wear debris under
unlubricated and lubricated conditions and observed that delamination of
the base material did not occur. It was found, however, that transfer layers
began to develop very early, which finally delaminated to generate wear
particles. They proposed that liquid lubricants can reduce wear by dispersing
and separating small wear particles before they can accumulate to form
transfer layers which may later delaminate forming large wear debris. Under
boundary-lubricated conditions, however, the lubricant film is only a few
molecules thick and thus dispersion of the wear debris is clearly impossible.

In general, under boundary-lubricated conditions the coefficient of
friction assumes values between 0.1 and 0,2 and the wear coefficient is in the
range 10-6 _ 10 - 3 . The conventional approach taken for lubricated sliding is
that the friction force arises predominantly from adhesion between the
asperity contacts and shearing of the lubricant film. However, the formation
of surface ploughing grooves cannot be explained on the basis of these
theoretical models. Moreover, a functional relation between the wear coeffi-
cient and some important parameters, such as the "interfacial" friction
conditions and the sharpness of the surface asperities and wear debris, was

not obtained. It was assumed instead that wear occurs in a manner similar to
that in dry sliding and on the basis of that assumption empirical relations for
the wear coefficient in lubricated sliding were derived.

The purpose of this study therefore is to investigate the primary wear
mechanism under boundary-lubricated conditions and to explain it in the
light of the experimental results. On the basis of the experimental evidence
for the predominant wear mechanism a slip line field analysis is performedaand an expression for the wear coefficient is derived.

12. Experimental procedures

2.1. Materials and lubricant
Three metals were used in this investigation: aluminum (99.999% pure),

oxygen-free high conductivity (OFHC) copper (99.999% pure) and chromium
125 pm thick electroplated on AISI 1095 steel. The choice of the materials
was on the basis of their large range in hardness. Table 1 shows the experi-
mental materials, their hardnesses before and after annealing and the anneal-
ing temperatures. In order to avoid complications associated with additive-
laden lubricants, a relatively inert additive-free mineral oil was used in the
experiments. The density of the mineral oil at 298 K is 0.89 g cm - 3 and theflash point temperature is 457 K. The viscosity at 310 K is 74 cSt and at

372 K it is 11 cSt.
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TABLE 1

Experimental materials

Material Hardness (MPa) Temperature of

Before annealing After annealin annealg(K
in Ar for I h

Al (99.999% pure) 294 ± 52 186 ± 16 673
OFHC Cu (99.999% pure) 1363 ± 53 510 ± 21 873
Cr (125/um thick, electroplated 6590 ± 284
on AISI 1095 steel6)

'Hardness, 3500 ± 451 MPa.

2.2. Specimen preparation 1

Cold-worked aluminum, copper and AISI 1095 steel rods 2.54 cm and
0.635 cm in diameter were used to prepare the specimens. Disks (2.54 cm in
diameter and of about the same thickness) and pins (0.635 cm in diameter
with hemispherical tips of the same diameter) were cut and machined from 1
the cold-worked rods. Before annealing, the aluminum disks were polished
with 600 grit SiC abrasive paper and the copper disks with 240, 320 and 600
grit SiC. The annealed aluminum and copper specimens were polished with l
0.3 pm ot-A120 3 and 0.05/jm y-A120 3 to obtain a very smooth surface finish.
The specimens finished with alumina were cleaned with warm water and
soap, rinsed with distilled water and methanol, dried in air and stored in a
desiccator with Ca2 504 at room temperature to protect them from water
vapor.

The steel specimens were polished with an abrasive cloth and mineral
oil to obtain a smooth surface. Then they were cleaned with warm water and I
soap, rinsed with methanol and electroplated with chromium, approximately

125 pm thick. The electroplated chromium disks were polished with 320
and 600 grit SiC abrasive paper and 0.3 jm C-A120 3 , while the pins were
polished with 0.3 pm a-A 20 3 . All the specimens were then cleaned, as for
the aluminum and copper specimens, and stored in a desiccator with Ca 2504
at room temperature. 3
2.3. Experimental apparatus

Lubricated sliding tests were conducted in air at room temperature
using a pin-on-disk tester (Fig. 1). The disks were mounted on a metal plate
which was rotated at 4.5 rad s- 1(43 rev mn - 1) and the pin was held stationary
in a holder attached to a strain ring. A Plexiglas container was used as a
reservoir for the lubricant. At the end of each experiment the loose wear
debris and contaminated oil were removed with warm water and methanol.
A normal load of 2 N (204 gf) was used for all the experiments, while the
sliding velocity was varied betwp-n 0.6 and 4.3 cm s-1. These experimental
conditions were chosen so that iydrodynamic effects due to light loads I
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I Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus.

3 TABLE 2

Test conditions

Load 2 N (204 gf)
Angular speed 4.5 rad s - 1
Tangential speed 0.6 - 4.3 cm s-1

Distance slid 0.03 - 100 m
Lubricant Mineral oil
Temperature f, 294 K
Relative humidity 20%- 30%

I and/or high sliding speeds did not occur. The experimental conditions are
listed in Table 2. The pin and disk specimens used in each test were identical.

2.4. Wear measurements
Because of the very low wear rates, a surface profilometer was used to

trace the profile of the worn surfaces in a direction normal to the sliding
direction. In order to obtain accurate estimates for the wear volume of the
disk specimens at least four profiles, depending on the scatter, were obtained
at different locations. The wear volume of each pin was calculated from the
diameter of the circular (approximately) worn surface measured with an
optical microscope and the radius of the hemispherical tips. The experimental
friction and wear data were assumed to follow a normal distribution.

Special attention was devoted to the changes in the surface topography5 with sliding distance. Thus micrographs of several wear tracks were obtained

I
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for different sliding distances using a scanning electron microscope. An
energy-dispersive X-ray analyzer was used after each experiment with
chromium to check whether the AISI 1095 steel subsurface was exposed
during the wear test.

3. Experimental results

Figure 2 shows some typical profiles of aluminum worn surfaces for
various sliding distances. It can be seen that the surface roughness and the
width of the wear track increase with sliding distance until a steady state is
reached and then they remain almost constant. In Fig. 3 some characteristic
surface profiles of copper surfaces are shown. Again, the depth of the wear
grooves and the width of the wear track increase with sliding. However, the
depth and width of the wear grooves are much smaller than those on the
aluminum surfaces. Profiles of worn chromium surfaces are shown in Fig. 4.

(a) "

(b)

IA

A -

(C)

/V
\\/ f'\.

(d)

Fig. 2. Surface profiles of the aluminum disk specimens for various sliding distances
(lubricated experiment; normal load, 2 N): (a) 0.22 m (10 rev); (b) 7.5 m (260 rev);(c)
60 m (1935 rev); (d) 78 m (2064 rev).
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(a) (b)
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I ALM
Fig. 3. Surface profiles of the copper disk specimens for various sliding distances (lubricated
experiment; normal load. 2N) 2 Na) 0.37 m (10 rev), (b) 3 m (205 rev); (c) 17.5 m (963 rev);

(d) 22.5 m (1862 rev); (e) 44 m (950 rev).

(c) (d)

| m

Fig. 4. Surface profiles of the chromium disk specimens for various sliding distances

(lubricated experiment; normal load, 2 N): (a) 0.37 mn (10 rev); (b) 16 mn (440 rev); (c)I 30.5 in (1080 rev); (d) 36.2 in (896 rev); (e) 54.4 in (1920 rev).

It can be seen that although the surface topography of the chromium surfaces
changes with the distance slid, it does not undergo drastic transitions such as
the aluminum and copper surfaces do. Moreover, the depth of the wear
grooves and the width of the wear track appear to be much smaller. The
surface profiles shown in Figs. 2 - 4 demonstrate that the depth and the
width of the wear grooves decrease as the hardness of the surfaces increases.

Table 3 lists the steady state coefficients of friction, the calculated
total wear rates and the total wear coefficients, together with their standard
deviations, for the materials tested. Aluminum has a coefficient of friction
of 0.2 and a wear rate of the order of 10-8 cm 3 cm-, while copper and

I
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TABLE 3

Experimental resultsI

Material Coefficient Wear rate Wear coefficient
of friction (cm cm-) Based on annealed Based on cold-
state) hardness worked hardnesb

Pure Al 0.20 ± 0.02 (4.3 ± 2.1) x 10- 8 (1.2 ± 0.6)x 10-3 (2.3 ± 1.2) x 10 - 3

OFHC Cu 0.17 ± 0.02 (2.0 ± 1.1)x 10- 9  (1.5 ± 0.9)x 10- 4  (4.0 ± 2.4)x 10 - 6
Electroplated 0.15 ± 0.01 (6.6 ± 2.2)x 10-10 (6.5 ± 2.1)x10- 4  (8.7 ± 2.8)x10-4

Cr

'Normal load, 2 N.
bHardneses: Al, 343 MPa; Cu, 1372 MPa, Cr, 8820 MPa. 5
chromium have lower friction coefficients, 0.17 and 0.15 respectively, and
wear rates of the order of 10 - 9 cm 3 cm - ' and 10-10 cm3 cm - 1 respectively.
The coefficients of friction are similar to those reported in the literature. I
The results also indicate that the hardness of the sliding surfaces plays an
important role in boundary lubrication as well.

Although all the surfaces were highly polished and carefully cleaned
before each experiment, ploughing grooves and wear debris formed on the
surfaces. More grooves and wear debris were formed as sliding continued.
The wear particles either became loose and were removed by the lubricant
or adhered to one of the surfaces, ploughing the counterface as they slid on I
each other. Figure 5(a) and its higher magnification (Fig. 5(b)) show the

material which adhered on a chromium pin after sliding on a chromium disk
for 0.37 -m. The wear debris entrapped at the interface is under a triaxial
state of stress and thus can plough and cut the surfaces, forming microchips
and new wear debris. Accordingly, the analysis presented later is based on I'
~II

II

Fig. 5. (a) Worn surface of a chromium pin (lubricated test; normal load, 2 N; distance

slid, 0.37 m (10 rev)). (b) Higher magnification of (a). The arows show the sliding direc-
tion.

5I
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Fig. 6. Wear tracks of the aluminum surfaces (lubricated experiment; normal load, 2 N;3 distance slid, 0.22 m (10 rev)): (a) disk; (b) pin.

the shape of the wear grooves formed, assuming that the wear particles are
rigid in contrast with the plastically deforming surfaces. Some characteristic
micrographs of aluminum, copper and chromium surfaces, obtained after
10 rev of sliding, are shown in Figs. 6 - 8.

Figure 6 shows the surface topography of aluminum specimens after
10 rev (0.22 m). Numerous ploughing grooves and wear debris can be
observed, especially on the disk surface, and extensive plastic deformation of
the pin surface. Figure 7 shows wear tracks of copper specimens obtained
after 10 rev (0.4 m). As for aluminum, wear grooves and wear debris have
formed on both surfaces. (Figure 7(b) clearly shows two large wear particles
which adhered to the pin surface.) Ploughing grooves and wear particle
formation can be observed on chromium surfaces after 10 rev (0.37 m) of
sliding (Fig. 8). However, the width of the wear track and the number of
ploughing grooves are significantly less than those of aluminum and copper
surfaces (Figs. 6 and 7). A comparison of the worn surfaces after 10 rev

I
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Fig. 7. Wear tracks of the copper surfaces (lubricated experiment; normal load, 2 N;
distance slid, 0.4 m (10 rev)): (a) disk; (b) pin.

aI

Fig. 8. Wear tracks of the chromium surfaces (lubricated experiment; normal load, 2 N;
distance slid, 0.37 m (10 rev)): (a) disk; (b) pin.
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Fig. 9. Wear tracks of the aluminum surfaces (lubricated experiment; normal load, 2 N.
distance slid, 83.6 m (2150 rev)): (a) disk; (b) pin.

shows that plastic deformation and wear groove formation on the surfaces
can be reduced if the hardness of the sliding pair is increased.

Similar observations were made for the surface topographies after long
sliding distances. For instance, Figs. 9 and 10 show the worn surfaces of
aluminum and chromium specimens after 2150 rev (83.6 m) and 1900 rev
(85.2 m) respectively. It is clear that plastic deformation and wear groove
and wear particle formation occurred on all the surfaces, although the hard-
ness of the materials was substantially different.

The experimental results of this investigation illustrate the role of the
wear debris in boundary lubrication. The formation of ploughing grooves on
highly polished and well-cleaned surfaces immediately after sliding is initiated
can be explained only from the ploughing action of the entrapped wear
debris. When sliding commences some of the asperity junctions deform
plastically and eventually fracture, producing small wear particles and thus

initiating an abrasive-type wear mechanism. The wear particles adhere to or
indent one of the sliding surfaces and, as a result, ploughing or microcutting
of the opposite surface occurs. The observed ploughing grooves and the
microcutting action of the wear debris demonstrate that under boundary-

5
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Fig. 10. Wear tracks of the chromium surfaces (lubricated experiment; normal load, 2 N;
distance slid, 85.2 m (1900 rev)): (a) disk; (b) pin.

lubricated conditions the primary wear mechanism is an abrasive-type wear I
mechanism and that adhesion has a secondary contribution to the total wear.

4. Analysis and discussion of the wear mechanismI

The experimental work of this investigation clearly demonstrates the
important role of the wear debris in the wear of boundary-lubricated surfaces.
During sliding, wear particles are formed some of which become entrapped I
at the sliding interface while the rest are removed by the lubricant. The
entrapped wear debris can plough and cut the surfaces as they slide on each
other, resulting in groove and microchip formation. Ploughing and micro-
cutting of the surfaces can also result from asperities formed during
fragmentation of the ridges along the ploughing grooves. In order to study
the ploughing action of the wear particles (or surface asperities) in boundary
lubrication it may be assumed that a plane strain slip line solution approxi-
mates the ploughing situation fairly well.

It should be noted that there are similarities of metal flow between
grinding and abrasion during sliding. Thus the slip line fields proposed for
grinding may be adopted for analyzing abrasion as well. A great deal of
effort has been devoted in the past to obtain analytical solutions for such
complex problems as those in machining operations. However, most of the
slip line analyses were performed in an attempt to obtain analytical solutions I
primarily for machining operations (e.g. cutting, drawing, extrusion and
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grinding) and very little was done to analyze the abrasion of metals in sliding
wear.On the basis of the ideal plastic behavior of an isotropic material
deforming in plane strain, Lortz [ 181 developed a slip line model for plough.
ing and cutting conditions. The proposed model accounts for the formation
of a dead zone between the plastically deformed material and the penetrat-
ing spherical indenter, the interfacial friction conditions and the transition
from ploughing to cutting conditions with the formation of a quasi-continuous
chip. Although the suggested model seems to be in fair qualitative agreement
with the experimental observations (e.g. dead zone and chip formation and
the shape of the plastic zone) analytical solutions were not obtained and
thus comparison with other models and available experimental results is
impossible. However, Lortz's analysis sheds much light on the most essential
characteristics that a slip line field appropriate for ploughing and cutting
conditions must account for.

Rowe and Wetton [ 19] developed a model for grinding based on the
slip line approach, which can also be used to analyze abrasion in sliding if
modified to account for interfacial friction. The model predicts a transition
from continuous to discontinuous chip formation when the absolute
value of the negative rake angle increases up to a critical value. On the
basis of the assumed slip line field they derived a semi-empirical expression
for the rake angle as a function of the depth of penetration and the height
of the material displaced ahead of the truncated wedge. Good correlation
was found between the theoretical magnitudes of the critical rake angle and
the experimental results obtained from experiments conducted with large-
scale model grits sliding on plasticine.

Several slip line solutions for two-dimensional machining were also
proposed and discussed by Kudo [20) and some characteristic phenomena
observed in actual machining were explained quantitatively under the
assumption of a rigid perfectly plastic model. Although most of the proposed
models may be appropriate for cutting conditions with positive rake angle
tools, the discussed slip line fields for machining with negative rake angles,
involving a built-up edge (dead zone) and a pre-pilp-up (ridge), were found
to be kinematically incompatible (i.e. all the velocity boundary conditions
were not satisfied simultaneously). Consequently, the accuracy of the
suggested slip line models for negative rake angles appears to be fortuitous.

Recently, Challen and Oxley (211 analyzed the friction and wear
phenomena on the basis of three different slip line fields, namely the rubbing,
wear and cutting models. The rubbing model, however, cannot be employed
for analyzing wear because it does not account for material removal. The
wear model was proposed for the wear of relatively smooth surfaces but the
proposed slip line field does not satisfy the kinematic constraints on the
problem. For rough surfaces the cutting model was proposed. This model is
kinematically admissible but it assumes that plastic deformation takes place
abruptly at a single shear plane and, moreover, it does not account for the3 plastically deformed material sufficiently ahead of and below the shear plane.

I
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Fig. 11. (a) Slip line field and (b) hodograph.

The slip line model used in this paper is shown in Fig. 11 and is based
on the work of Abebe and Appl [22]. Figure 11(a) shows a hard asperity
(or wear particle) sliding and cutting a softer material which deforms
plastically resulting in microchip formation. The proposed slip line field
is kinematically compatible (Fig. 11(b)).

For the geometry shown in Fig. 11(a) the volume wear rate V can be
written as

V= tUAD (1)

where t is the microchip thickness and UAB is the relative velocity between
the microchip and the hard asperity.

The microchip thickness t is given by

t - AIsin(4 + 7

or

t AB2 12 cos 7, sin( 4 + 11i) (2)

Substituting into eqn. (2) the expression for AB, as given by the first of
eqns. (A7), the thickness t may be rewritten as (Appendix A)

I
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I cos 1t co s(1 2  + 0 /2 ) sin ( 3 + A - a) 
12 1

t sin 0 sin(P - - 0/2) (3)

where the angles 0, A and 0 are given by eqns. (A9), (A10) and (A13)
respectively in Appendix A.

Volume conservation requires that the velocity normal to IB must be
the same in both fields AIB and JIB. Thus

i Cos 172

COS ?71

or

S=UJ cos(7, - 0/2) cos i7
orm = Ujcos( 2 + 0/2) cos 77

or

I U B sin( 7 + 0- (4)

UAB = U cos7 11 cos(772 + 0/2)
w Ahr = UAB, and TjB and IJ are the velocities in JIB on the i3 lines

IB and IJ respectively.
Substituting eqns. (3) and (4) into eqn. (1), the volume wear rate V can

be expressed as
IV = JC sin(771 + 0- Of) cos(772 - 0/2) sin(O + ,A -a) U (5)

sin 0 sino - a - 0/2)

Using eqn. (5) for the volume wear rate, the wear coefficient K can be
written as

3HV 3H sin(Th + 0 - a) cos(12 - 0/2) sin( + A - a) (6)K=- - =JC -
LS L sin 0 sin(3 - a - 0/2)

Substituting eqn. (A8) into eqn. (6) and assuming that H = 6k, where k
is the shear strength, the wear coefficient can be expressed as

18sinf + 0-)cos(? 2 -0/2) I2 /2 cos(1 2 + 0/2) cos(ir/4 + 77 -a)
s = n18 s sin 0

- {1 + sin(22)} sin( '- 2o - 0) + sin(/2)

- {2- cos(2 2 )j cos(P -2a - -- +

sin(-a -0/2)
+ 1(1 + 20 + 20) sin(P +A- 2a) + cos( +A- 2a - 2173)}I

sin(P + A - a)

3(7)

I
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It can be seen that the wear coefficient as given by eqn. (7) is a function
of the semi-asperity angle a, the shape of the plastic zone and the interfacial
shear strength sj, along AB, BJ and JC, which is a function of the "friction"
angles il (eqn. (A2)).
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Fig. 12. Slip line solutions for the wear coefficient as a function of the semi-asperity angle
a for different interfacial friction conditions: (a) maximum; (b) minimum.
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Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the maximum and minimum magnitudes
of the wear coefficient as a function of the angle a when the same friction
conditions prevail along the boundaries AB, BJ and JC, i.e. i = 172 =  3. The
figure shows that the wear coefficient decreases when the angle a increases.
In the case of very sharp asperities (or wear particles) the wear coefficient
assumes values of the order of unity while in the case of very blunt asperities
it reduces significantly to small magnitudes of the order of 10-  - 10-4.The
results also illustrate the importance of the interfacial shear strength s on the
magnitude of the wear coefficient. For a given semi-asperity angle a the wear
coefficient increases when the interfacial shear strength decreases and obtains
a maximum in the case of "frictionless" interfacial conditions (i.e. when
s = 0). (Incidentally, this provides important insight into abrasive machining:
sharp abrasives and lubricants should be used to. maximize the material
removal rate.) In the particular case of "sticking" at the interface, i.e. when
s/k = 1, the slip line shown in Fig. 11 is not valid. Under boundary-lubricated
conditions, however, sticking is unlikely to occur and the ratio s/k assumes
values of about 0.1.

Solutions for the wear coefficient may be obtained as long as the
geometric conditions, eqns. (A10) - (A14), are satisfied. The broken curves
in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) indicate the limit of the solutions obtained from the
proposed slip line field (Fig. 11). Outside the broken curves different slip
line fields must be generated. However, under lubricated sliding cunditions,
the curves for s/k = 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 may be the appropriate curves. Under
these interfacial friction conditions solutions for the wear coefficient have
been obtained for a large range of the semi-asperity angles a.

Measurements based on the topography of the worn surfaces indicated
large variations in the magnitude of the semi-included angle of the surface
grooves. This implies that the sharpness of the surface asperities and the
entrapped wear debris in general varies over a large range of values. Because
the magnitude of the wear coefficient is a strong function of a, as shown in
Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), the calculation of wear coefficients on the basis of the
mean value of a may not give a realistic estimate. Sharp asperities and acicular

wear particles contribute more to wear than do shallow asperities and smooth
wear particles. Figure 13 shows the percentage of the grooves with semi-
included angles less than a as a function of a. The data points correspond to
measurements taken from lubricated worn surfaces obtained from experi-
ments conducted for various sliding distances, but always after the steady
state coefficient of friction was reached. It can be seen that the cumulative
distribution is different for the materials tested and that the mean value of
a shifts towards a = 90° as the material hardness is increased. It is necessary,
therefore, that eqn. (7) be modified accordingly to account for the wide
variation in a.

Moreover, the analysis presented so far was based on a two-dimensional
slip line field analysis. Although this type of analysis is appropriate for
predicting forces accurately, it overestimates the volume wear rate because
it assumes that all the material that has been ploughed is removed completely.

I
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Fig. 13. The percentage of grooves with a semi-included angle leg than 0 as a function
of a: 0, pure aluminum; A, OFHC copper;*, electroplated chromium.

It is well known, however, that only a small proportion of the ploughed
material is removed and that the rest deforms plastically resulting in ridge
formation. Goddard et at. (231 conducted dry sliding experiments of various
metals on abrasive papers and observed that less than 10% of the groove
volume was removed as wear debris. Avient et a!. [24] conducted similar
experiments and concluded that most of the energy was expended in plough-
ing and only 10% of the groove volume was removed completely from the
surfaces. Stroud and Wilman [251 slid silver on emery paper (mean particle
diameter, 5 /&m) and estimated the proportion of the total groove volume
removed to be about 10%. Experiments conducted by Sin et at. [261 with
conical diamond tools sliding on AISI 1095 steel showed that the ratio of
the volume removed to the calculated groove volume approaches values well
below 0.1 for attack angles less than 20*, i.e. for a > 700 (Fig. 14). Thus a
second modification of the derived expression for the wear coefficient is
appropriate to account for the proportion of the groove volume removed.

It can be assumed that the formation of grooves of semi-included angle
a is due to the ploughing action of surface asperities (and/or wear particles)
with semi-asperity angles a. The normal load dL carried by the asperities of
the same angle a is a fraction of the total normal load L and can be expressed
as

dL - Lf(a) da (8)

where f(a) represents the probability density function of asperities with
semi-asperity angle a and thus satisfies the following relation:
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Fig. 14. Ratio of the groove volume removed to the calculated groove volume as a function
of the attack angle for AISI 1095 steel (26] (attack angle, 90 - a).

f f(a)dCa=1

The theoretical volume wear rate dVh can be expressed asIdL
dVt, = Kth(a, slk, 0 .. ) S (9)

3H

where Kth(a, s/k, 0, ... ) represents the theoretical wear coefficient given by
eqn. (7).

Substitution of eqn. (8) into eqn. (9) yieds
LS

dVth = Kth(a, s/k, 0, ... ) f(a) da (10)

If dVa is the actual volume wear rate obtained from grooves with the same
semi-included angle a, then

dV, = t(a) dVb (11)

where e(a) represents the proportion of the theoretical volume that actually
is removed.

If eqns. (10) and (11) are combined the following expression for the
actual volume wear rate dV is obtained:

dV = t(a)Kth(a, slk, 0... ) - f(a) da (12)

Integration of eqn. (12) produces the total actual wear volume V.

IV. V 3- f t ( o)Kh(a. s/k, 9,. .. )f(a) do (13)
3H0
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Hence, the actual wear coefficient K. can be obtained from eqn. (13)
by using K, = V.(3HILS) as

i/2

K1 = f t(a)Kth(ca, s/k,O,...)f(o)da (14)
0

The probability density function f(a) can be expressed in terms of the
fraction AN/Aa, which represents the asperities of semi-asperity angle a in
the range Aa, and the total number NT of asperities as follows:

S dN(a)I

1 dN(a)

NT da 3
1 AN(c)

NT(15)NT  AaI

Thus, using eqns. (14) and (15), the actual wear coefficient K. can be
written as

K, f 2(u)Kth(c(, s/k, 0, ... ) 1 A- dc, (16)
0NT A

Table 4 lists the experimental wear coefficients for the tested materials U
together with the theoretical wear coefficients obtained by numerically
integrating eqn. (16). Since appreciable work hardening occurs during the
first few revolutions of sliding, the fully cold-worked hardness was used in I
the calculations of the experimental wear coefficients. The minimum andmaximum values of the theoretical wear coefficient Kth used in eqn. (16)

TABLE 4 1
Experimental and theoretical wear coefficients

Material Experimental wear Theoretical wear Theoretical wear I
coefficient a coefficientb coefficientc

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

Pure Al (2.3 ± 1.2) x I0 - 3  4.8 x 10- 2 5.5 x 10-  7.7 x 1O-  7.3 x 10 - 2

OFHC Cu (4.0 ± 2.4)x 10 - 4  9.7 x I0 - 3  1.6 x 10 - 2  9.2 x 10 -  1.5 x I0 - 4

Electroplated (8.7 ± 2.8) x 10 - 4  3.3 x 10 - 3  5.5 X 10 - 2  2.6 x 10 - 5 5.1 x 10 - 4

Cr

Based on the cold-worked hardness.
bFor sek a 0.1 and t(a) - 1.

eFor j/k 0.1 and 0.005 - e(a) w 0.3. I
I
U
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3 were obtained for the case that sik = 0.1, which is a reasonable approxima-
tion for boundary-lubricated surfaces. The theoretical wear coefficients
listed in Table 4 were obtained for t(a) = 1 and for t{a) values in the range
0.005 - 0.3, obtained from Fig. 14 by extrapolation. The agreement between
experimental and thmoretical wear coefficients is reasonably close.

Figures 12 and 13 clearly show that the wear of boundary-lubricated
surfaces can be reduced significantly if hard materials are used. Coating the
sliding surfaces with hard layers (e.g. oxides and nitrides) may prevent
ploughing, thus minimizing the abrasive-type wear mechanism. Indeed,
experimental work in progress with titanium nitride (TiN) layers of different
thicknesses deposited onto pure titanium and AISI 1095 steel has shown
that the wear of the lubricated surfaces was virtually insignificant. Under
these conditions most of the solid-solid contacts deform only elastically and3 the wear is practically zero.

5. Conclusions

On the basis of the experimental results and the plane strain slip line
analysis of the present work the following conclusions may be drawn
regarding the wear of boundary-lubricated metal surfaces.

(1) During lubricated sliding, wear particles are formed which become
entrapped at the interface resulting in ploughing and microcutting of the
surfaces.

(2) The magnitude of the experimental coefficient of friction obtained
under these ploughing conditions was between 0.1 and 0.2, which is typical
of boundary-lubricated sliding.

(3) The predominant steady state mechanism of material removal isI an abrasive-type wear mechanism.
(4) On the basis of the slip line analysis and the statistics of the surface

topography, an expression for the wear coefficient was obtained. The wear
coefficient was found to be a function of the sharpness of the surface
asperities and the entrapped wear debris, the interfacial shear strength
(lubricant effect) and the shape of the plastic zone.
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Appendix 
A

A. 1. A slip line analysis for ploughing
Figure 11 shows a slip line field, which is based on the work of Abebe

and Appl [Al], with the corresponding velocity field (hodograph) for a hard
asperity (or wear particle) cutting a softer surface which is moving with a
relative velocity U. Along each a and 3 line the equilibrium and yield condi-
tions are satisfied. The hydrostatic pressure p and the shear angle 4) are given

for each slip line from Henky's equations [A2, A3J

p+2k4) C, (a line)

and (AI)

3 p- 2 C2  (3line)

where C1 and C2 are constants. On the basis of eqns. (Al) and Mohr's circle
the stresses in each field can be obtained. The triangular fields AIB, IGH and
JDC and the rectangular field IFEJ consist of straight a and ( lines; therefore
the hydrostatic pressure remains constant in each of these fields. Howiver,
the sectors GIF, BIK and EJD and the field KBJ are networks of straight and
circular orthogonal a and ( lines; therefore the hydrostatic pressure is
constant only along the same radial line.

Since there are no normal or tangential stresses at the surfaces HI and
IA (stress-free surfaces), the a and ( lines meet these surfaces at 45'. The
angles T1, 12 and 73 that the a and ( lines make with the interface ABJC
depend on the interfacial shear strength si. Hence, from Mohr's circle, the
following relations are derived:

s = k cos(2j)

or

?7, =- cos - ( j = 1, 2, 3 (A2)

where 1, 2 and 3 represent the boundaries AB, BJ and JC respectively.
From the given boundary conditions, i.e. stress-free surfaces and eqn.

(A2), and from Henky's equations and Mohr's circle, the normal and
tangential stresses, a,, and a, respectively, along the interface ABJC are
as follows: along interface AB,

oa=k{1 + sin(27?1)". oa  k cos(277 ) (A3)

along interface BJ,

4' =f fi  1 + 2U + sin(21?2)j1 o ffi k cos(2772 ) (A4)

and along interface JC,

oJc= k{1 + 20 + 20 + sin(2r73)' J c = -k cos(2r73) (A5)

I
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The vertical and horizontal forces can be expressed in terms of the slip I
line angles, the semi-asperity angle a and the interfacial "friction" conditions
given by eqn. (A2). The normal force L is given by

AB(o a sin a +ucosa)+

+OBf {oajsin(i7 2 - 77 + a- 4) +,og cos(7?- 7, + a-- )) dJ +

(A6)
The lengths of AB and OB are related to the length JC through the

following trigonometric relations:

cos(77 2 + 8/2) sin(rl - + 6 + A)
ABJ 2 /2 cos 0 r/4 -- rht) sjn sin0l,7 72 +612)" os(8/) sin(r -- +2 + A) (A7)

sin sn(77, -- z+ /2)
Substitution of eqns. 4A3) - (A5) and (A7) into eqn. (A6) and summa- 

tion gives the following expression for the normal force L:

J~I sin(__,_--__ " 2cos(7 2 + O/2)cos(ff/4+* ,--ac)AB = JC Cs--6 + 0/2) sin6 --

23,12~~~~ ~ cos(ir4-7 i i 7 -12+/2)

+ sin(2r ). sin(3 - - 0/2) + sin(O/2) 3
-{2 -- cos(2n2 )} cos(-2a - I2j + (1 + 2 + 2)sin(0 + A-2a) +

+ cos(+ A-- 2a -273)) (AS)

where

ti, of 72 + ( + a (A9)
At point J the summation of all the angles must be equal to 2. This

condition yields I
+-2 +  A -7 2 - 2 (A10)

Along the discontinuity t3 line HGFEDC the velocity must be the same.

HenceUo d I

I

I
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* or

= rderfor1 a micoc-sinto(22  sin(ir t+a - ia-2) sin f3  (All)

* and

UEF =UHG3 or

I1- 2" sin(r/4 + ci-v 1 -20) cos(fl+ - c)

In order for a microchip to form the material should flow plastically
around I. For this flow to happen the angles HIM, BIN and JN must be3 non-zero. From these constraints the range of 0 yieldsira 7 0< 2( +a -71
and (A13)

0 < r/4

For a dead zone to form the angle BCJ must be non-zero, i.e.
7r.

7- -- 73>O (A14)
2
These geometric conditions, i.e. eqns. (A1O) - (A14), must be satisfied

in addition to the equilibrium conditions for the slip line field shown in
Fig. 11(a) to be valid. The relations (A13) indicate that there can be an
infinite number of solutions within the limits set by the relations. However,
in the present study solutions were obtained for all the allowed values of 0,
set by the relations (A13), and the maximum and minimum wear coefficientsI were obtained as a function of a and s/k.
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5 Appendix B: Nomenclature

C1, C2 constants
f probability density function of grooves (or asperities)
H hardness

II
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k shear strength
K, Kth theoretical wear coefficients
K. actual wear coefficient
L total normal load
N number of grooves (or asperities)
NT total number of grooves (or asperities)
p hydrostatic pressure
s, si interfacial shear strength
S distance slid
t microchip thickness
U velocity
V, Vh theoretical volume wear rate
V actual volume wear rate

semi-asperity angle
angle in the hodograph

171, 772, r73 "friction" angles
0 angle in the slip line field

ratio of the volume removed to the calculated wear volume
On normal stress
at tangential stress
i angle in the slip line field
)shear angle in Henky's equations

Subscripts
a actual
th theoretical
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